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Foreword
Over the past 17 years, The Conference Board CEO Succession Practices has provided
invaluable data and analysis that directors can use to inform their approach to one
of their most critical duties. Two findings in this year’s report indicate that succession
planning will loom larger in the coming year.
First, analysis of CEO tenure statistics, coupled with continuing disruption across industries in which CEO turnover has been high in recent years, suggests a coming wave
of leadership changes. Second, the percentage of CEO appointments at S&P 500
companies that went to outsiders jumped to 44 percent. That is more than triple the
percentage for the previous two years, when the proportion of outside appointments was
a little over 14 percent. It is more than double the average of 21 percent for the six-year
period 2011-2016. Such successions can be more complex than internal successions, and
their increasing frequency underlines the need for rigorous planning.
Other notable findings in this year’s report include the stretching of CEO tenures, the
increasing delegation of CEO performance oversight to compensation committees, a
lag in succession planning among smaller companies, and improved communication
about succession to the market. In addition, the report analyzes 11 cases of CEO
succession that made headlines in the past year, providing valuable insight across a wide
range of circumstances.
As the pace and complexity of CEO successions accelerate, directors and other
stakeholders in public companies will increasingly need to focus sharply on
succession planning.

[INSERT SIGNATURE]
Jeff Sanders
Vice Chairman and co-Managing Partner, Global CEO & Board of Directors Practice
Heidrick & Struggles

Bonnie Gwin
Vice Chairman and co-Managing Partner, Global CEO & Board of Directors Practice
Heidrick & Struggles
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Using This Report
CEO Succession Practices annually documents and analyzes succession events of chief
executive officers (CEOs) of S&P 500® companies. There were 54 such cases in 2017.
In addition to updates on historical trends, each edition of this report features discussions of notable cases of CEO succession that took place in the calendar year prior to
publication (based on press announcements and other publicly available information),
as well as the results of a 2018 survey of human resources professionals, corporate
secretaries, general counsel, and investor relations officers on the succession oversight
practices of their boards.
Part I: CEO Succession Trends (2001–2017) illustrates year-by-year succession rates and
examines the evolution of certain aspects of the succession phenomenon—including
the influence of firm performance on succession and the characteristics of the departing
and incoming CEOs. When appropriate, the report compares emerging trends in chief
executive successions with data available from the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s to provide a
broader historical perspective. Cases of CEO succession were identified using extensive
searches of corporate press releases on the investor relations and media sections of S&P
500 company websites and other publicly available information. Each member of the S&P
500 index (as of the end of 2017) was searched for certain succession-related keywords
(specifically: retire, retires, retirement, succession, succeeding, succeeded, succeed, elect,
elected, new chief executive, tenure, resign, resigned, depart, departure, and departed).
For each identified case, the analysis used financial data retrieved from the Compustat®
Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database and The Center for Research in Security
Prices (CRSP) US Stock Database, which were accessed through Wharton Research Data
Services (WRDS). Additional information was gathered from corporate press releases
and other publicly available information (for example, information posted on the investor
relations page of the company website).
Part II: CEO Succession Practices (2017) is divided into three sections. The first section,
“Board Practices in CEO Succession Planning,” details governance practices based
on data from a survey of human resources executives, corporate secretaries, general
counsel, and investor relations officers of SEC-registered corporations conducted by
The Conference Board in 2018. Data are analyzed by business sectors and companysize groups. For ease of reference and to avoid the excessive fragmentation of survey
results, respondents were first categorized according to 10 industry groups, using their
Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) code and then aggregated into three large
business sectors—manufacturing, financial services, and nonfinancial services. As for the
company-size breakdown, Part II of the report categorizes all findings along four annual
revenue groups (based on data received from manufacturing and nonfinancial services
companies) and two asset value groups (based on data reported by financial services
firms, which tend to use this type of benchmarking).
The second section, “C-Suite Leadership Development Practices” also draws on results
from the 2018 survey but focuses on the features of internal programs designed to
identify and groom C-suite leaders who present the attributes needed to aspire to the
CEO role. Top leadership development is an essential component of CEO succession
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planning, and the findings discussed in these pages describe key practices adopted by
SEC-registered corporations to ensure that the organization can rely on one or more
CEO-ready senior executives.
The third section, “Communication Practices in CEO Succession,” uses a detailed review
of the CEO succession announcements made for the 54 cases of S&P 500 companies
that had a succession event in 2017. The succession announcement analysis is intended
to offer guidance for the development of an external communication plan—another
fundamental aspect of the CEO succession planning process, especially given increasing
shareholder scrutiny of an organization’s preparedness for the transition.
When present in charts or tables included in Part II of the study, the letters “n/a” refer
to data points for which the number of observations was less than five and ultimately
considered insufficient to conduct any statistically meaningful aggregate analysis.
Survey-based data included in Part II should be interpreted with caution. The report
offers a comprehensive set of charts segmenting aggregate data across industries and
size groups. However, due to the limited size of some these segments, findings should
be interpreted as a meaningful indication of the choices made by a select group of
companies rather than statistically reliable evidence of trends and prevailing practices.
For this reason and in the interest of full transparency to the reader, each of the figures
included in these pages, including those representing the frequency of survey responses,
discloses the size of the underlying sample.
Part III: Notable Cases of CEO Succession (2017) includes summaries of 11 noteworthy
CEO succession events at S&P 500 companies in 2017. The section highlights the circumstances surrounding each transition based on important information made public by the
company and/or obtained from reputable outside sources. All case studies were chosen
by The Conference Board.
The Conference Board Road Map to CEO Succession Planning, which is included as
an appendix, outlines a series of steps to help directors organize succession planning,
integrate it with existing board responsibilities, make it transparent both within and
outside the company, and, ultimately, define it as an ongoing element of business
strategy. The approach is intended to be straightforward, practical, and efficient, transforming succession planning from a responsibility that may be avoided to one that is
embraced. Because succession planning is not a process in which one size fits all, flexibility is built into the guide, consistent with the complexity, sensitivity, and customized
leadership demands that individual companies face.
Responsibility for succession planning belongs in the boardroom and nowhere else. The
board of directors is legally authorized, temperamentally suited, and in possession of
the authority and experience needed for effective succession planning. The issues that
can lead boards to neglect succession planning are primarily organizational—and, to a
lesser degree, political, psychological, and cultural. However, boards can overcome these
issues if they are willing to codify the process and make it integral to and continuous with
their duties of governance, business oversight, risk management, and strategic decision
making. The hope is that CEO Succession Practices will provide boards with practical
assistance related to the performance of these responsibilities.
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Technical Notes
The Conference Board CEO Succession Practices classifies companies in several
ways, including by industry (using broad industry definitions from the Standard
Industrial Classification system), CEO age, and company financial performance
(based on stock returns).
Means and percentages in this report are descriptive, not prescriptive, and have been
used to identify the latest practices and emerging trends. Unless otherwise specified,
figures reported in the commentary refer to mean (or average) survey results.
When reference is made to the S&P 500, most of the corresponding charts illustrate
findings by referring to both the number of companies and the percentage of the total
sample. To avoid confusion in the review of these two sets of information, the reader
should be aware that the companies included in the S&P 500 vary throughout the year, as
companies are added and removed from the index. Our analysis is also limited to some
extent by data availability constraints. The apparent discrepancy between the number
of companies and sample percentages reported in certain instances is therefore due to
the actual number of companies in the S&P 500 index that were examined at a particular
point in time. Chart 1, on page 17, is based on the aggregate number of S&P 500
companies examined for the purpose of this study in each year of the sample period.
Cases of CEO succession are identified using extensive searches of corporate press
releases on the investor relations and media sections of S&P 500 company websites. This
search process is then cross-checked against a variety of outside sources, including information from the National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD), and the Compustat
Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database. The emphasis is on announcements of
succession events. Hence, the analysis includes successions that will not be final until the
end of 2018 and instances in which the incoming CEO has yet to be named. This focus on
announcements will, from time to time, create apparent discrepancies relative to other
sources of succession analyses that track completed succession events (particularly when
succession events are due to be completed on January 1 of the following calendar year).
For each identified case, the analysis used financial data retrieved from ExecuComp
and The Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) US Stock Database, which were
accessed through Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS). Additional information was
gathered from corporate press releases.
None of the commentaries included in this report should be viewed as a recommendation on planning or administering a CEO succession process, which, for its complexity,
does not lend itself to generalizations. For this reason, The Conference Board recommends that companies develop a plan for CEO succession with care, after considering
the specific circumstances each organization faces in the current marketplace, including
overall strategic priorities and future business needs. In some instances, the underlying
data retrieved from the databases listed above are modified across time. The report
revises and notes prior years’ information when such changes arise.
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Key Findings
CEO succession planning is among the most challenging tasks required of the board of
directors, with important implications for the organization, its employees, and its culture.
It is a time-consuming process in which board members must reevaluate strategic objectives; assess the interplay among skills, personalities, and organizational culture; motivate
employees; and inspire investors—all while seeking the full collaboration of the existing
chief executive. Failure to carefully plan the next leadership transition can have disastrous consequences for the company and undermine its reputation and credibility. This is
particularly true when the succession occurs in a situation of crisis or emergency, such as
the sudden death of the CEO or a scandal involving his or her conduct at the company.
To make an informed decision, the board should understand not only the technical
knowledge and experience necessary to effectively lead the company into the future, but
also the context and practices of an effective succession planning process. To provide
background information on succession practices and be of assistance to companies
performing this critical task, CEO Succession Practices documents and analyzes all CEO
succession events that took place at S&P 500 companies in the last 17 years. Additional
analysis is based on findings of a survey that The Conference Board conducted in 2017.
The exceptional longevity of the bull market that followed the 2008 financial crisis,
combined with historically high company profits, appears to have stretched leadership
tenures at large companies, resulting in a higher average CEO age In 2009, at the peak
of the Great Recession, the typical CEO of an S&P 500 held his or her position for 7.2
years—the shortest average tenure ever reported by The Conference Board. However,
CEO tenure in large public companies started to rebound soon after, rising to 10.8 years
by 2015; in 2017, departing CEO tenure was the highest recorded since 2002, at nearly
11 years (Chart 10). (In contrast, employee tenure across the broader labor market has
remained relatively constant at about five years over the past 30 years.) Consistent with this
evidence, in 2017, the average age of a sitting S&P 500 CEO was 58.3 years, or more than
two years older than the average CEO in 2009. The longest-tenured CEOs currently serving
at S&P 500 companies include Leslie H. Wexner of fashion retailer L Brands Inc. (who has
been on the job for 55 years), Warren Buffett of Berkshire Hathaway (49 years), and Alan
Miller of hospital management company Universal Health Services (40 years). With a 22-year
tenure, Jeff Bezos of Amazon.com and Kevin Plank of Under Armour also made the list of
longest-serving CEOs in the S&P 500 (Table 3).
Today’s incoming CEOs are in the early to mid-fifties, and the appointment of
executives aged 60 or older has become quite uncommon In 2017, out of 54 newly
announced CEOs in the S&P 500, only four were in their 60s and two in their 70s (Brian
Duperreault of American International Group and Hunter Harrison1 of CSX Corp). In the
same time period, there were 10 appointments of CEOs in their 40s and 26 new CEOs in
the 50-55 age group (Chart 13 and Table 13). Among S&P 500 companies, only 10 CEOs

1

10

Harrison died on December 16, 2017, eight months after taking over as CEO. See case study, page 85.
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are aged 73 or older, and nearly all of these individuals have led their companies for
decades: They include Warren Buffett (who is 87 years old) of Berkshire Hathaway, Leslie
H. Wexner (80) of fashion retailer L Brands Inc., and Fred Smith (74) of FedEx (Table 6).
Findings on CEO tenure foreshadow a wave of leadership changes at large public
companies, as the percentage of S&P 500 CEOs who reached retirement age in
2017 was also the highest on record In 2017, nearly 17 percent of sitting CEOs reached
retirement age (i.e., age 64 or older), the highest rate since The Conference Board began
tracking succession events in 2001 (Chart 3). Findings on older, long-tenured CEOs suggest
that a wave of retirements might be forthcoming: In fact, this trend may have already
begun, given that the 2017 succession rate among S&P 500 CEOs of retirement age
increased to 18.3 percent, from the 16.1 percent recorded in 2016 and the 15.1 percent
of 2015. Similarly, the rate of succession events indicating that the CEO exit was due to
retirement rose to 61.1 percent in 2017, a marked increase from the 38.1 percent rate in
2016 and the 50 percent found in 2015 (Chart 46). Exceptional succession rates for older
CEOs had been seen in the years following the 2008 financial crisis (in the 2009-2014
period, in particular, their average turnover rate was 25.5 percent), and attributed to the
pressure felt by many boards of directors to strengthen pay for performance and send to
the investment community strong signals of governance renewal. When, in 2015, the rate
of succession of CEOs aged 64 or older suddenly dropped to 15.1 percent (from the 28.6
percent recorded a year earlier), the generational change was prematurely considered
complete. In fact, since then the average CEO age continued to grow (to 57.6 years in 2016
and up to the 58.3 of 2017, the highest average age calculated by The Conference Board
since 2001). Therefore, this new round of CEO replacements is likely to be driven by the
aging CEO population at large US companies rather than governance or market factors.
Amid shifting consumer demand and the steady decline of the department store
model, the retail and wholesale trade sector had the highest rate of CEO succession
In 2017, among S&P 500 companies, the CEO succession rate was 10.8 percent, in line with
a historical average of 10.9 (Chart 1). However, the industry analysis shows that, among
retail and wholesale trade companies included in the index, the CEO succession rate was
more than twice as high, at 22.7 percent (Chart 4). Similarly, the trade sector reported, by
far, the highest percentage of disciplinary successions, or 38.5 (Chart 5). The same analysis
showed that the rate of CEO succession among S&P 500 manufacturing companies almost
doubled, from 7.9 percent in 2016 to 14 percent in 2017. The explanation for these findings
should be sought in the concerns about the underperformance of manufacturing stocks in
the 2015-2016 period (where the US Institute for Supply Management’s Purchasing Managers
Index dropped more than 10 points in less than a year, from a peak of 59 in 2015 to 47 in 2016,
or the sharpest decline since 2008) as well as the aptly named “retailpocalypse” that has been
affecting department stores and other trade businesses besieged by the Amazon behemoth.
Retail and manufacturing companies that announced a CEO succession in 2017 included
Macy’s, Kohl’s, and GE, which exemplify an old economy now supplanted by new business
models. At Tiffany, the abrupt resignation of CEO Frederic Cumenal (which was followed
by the departure of the company’s top designer) was the latest example of a shake-up
among luxury product businesses, which are grappling with a swift change in the taste
and spending habits of new generations of consumers.
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The gap between CEO exits from better-performing companies and from underperforming ones has widened dramatically, suggesting that increased scrutiny
over performance is translating into more accountability for business leaders The
succession rate of better-performing companies declined to 6.8 percent in 2017, the
lowest since 2002 and much lower than the average of 9.4 percent calculated for the
entire 2001-2017 period (Chart 2). By way of comparison, in 2017 the succession rate
from better-performing companies was more than three times lower than the 22.1
percent registered for underperforming companies. (In 2009, when the equity market
was starting to rebound after the historical low of the Great Recession, the difference in
CEO succession rate between poorly performing and better performing companies was
less than 5 percentage points.) The finding likely reflects the pressure that new regulations and shareholders are putting on listed companies to introduce more rigorous
metrics of long-term financial performance and ensure the alignment of CEO compensation with such measurable results. In today’s governance and investment climate, CEOs
who achieve better performance benefit from even greater job stability while underperforming CEOs are even more exposed to public scrutiny. Such scrutiny may ultimately
limit the discretion that the board of directors can exercise to keep the underperformer.
Embattled by disrupting competition and changes in the consumer market, in 2017
many boards of directors trusted an outsider to deliver organizational shake-ups
and a new strategic direction An exceptionally high number of companies that changed
their CEO in 2017 chose to appoint an outsider to the top leadership role. These findings
represent a clear break from the past, as the 14.3 percent rate of outside successions documented for 2015 and 2016 surged to 44.4 percent in 2017. The remaining 55.6
percent were “insiders,” having served more than one year with the company (Chart 19).
A look at the list of outside CEO appointments for the year (Table 8) reveals a common
trait. Many of those companies are in embattled business sectors, such as manufacturing
and retail—penalized over the years by outsourcing practices, innovative technology, and
disruptive competition. Some have underperformed their peers, failing to intercept shifting
consumers’ needs. Others have struggled to innovate and remain relevant. In these circumstances, boards of directors executing their responsibility of delivering shareholder value,
often choose to bring in outside talent groomed in a different business culture to help to
navigate sharp strategic corrections or accelerate organizational changes. Examples include
H&R Block, Tiffany & Co, Mattel, Kellogg, and Chipotle Mexican Grill.
Whether to audition or groom the new leader or to manage a lengthier transition, the
board chose to appoint an interim CEO in almost 2 out of 10 CEO successions in 2017
Gradual transitions have become more common, and so has the option to appoint interim
CEOs. While in each of the last two years, approximately 10 percent of CEO succession
events involved an interim appointment (Chart 24), the rate increased to 18.5 percent in
2017. This has happened, for example, at CSX Corp in response to the sudden death of
its CEO; at Equifax in the wake of its major cybersecurity breach; and at Autodesk after
a period of having two co-interim CEOs (Table 12). In these and other cases, the length
of service for interim CEOs ranged from less than one month to eight months, with four
boards ultimately offering the permanent position to the executive serving in the interim.
Previously used mainly in situations of emergency, the practice no longer necessarily reveals
shortcomings in the planning process or the need to indefinitely prolong the search for a
successor. Instead, it can be implemented for a variety of reasons: to audition the person
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who is already expected to become permanent CEO; for the interim to groom the eventual
candidate to the position; or to serve as “seat warmer” and better manage the public
relations aspects of a lengthier leadership transition.
While gender diversity continues to be elusive at the helm of the largest US public
companies, the number of CEO positions held by women in the S&P 500 in 2017 rises to
the highest level recorded by The Conference Board Seven female CEOs left the S&P 500
in 2017: They are Meg Whitman of Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Irene Rosenfeld of Mondelēz,
Ursula Burns of Xerox, Marissa Meyer of Yahoo!, Gracia Martore of Tegna Inc., Debra Crew
of Reynolds American, and Shira Goodman of Staples (Goodman in fact stepped down in
early 2018, but Staples was dropped from the index in 2017, together with Yahoo!, Tegna,
and Reynolds American) (Chart 8). These departures were countered by eight new additions:
seven newly appointed female CEOs (Adena Friedman of Nasdaq, Gail Boudreaux of Anthem
Inc., Michele Buck of Hershey, Michelle Gass of Kohl’s, Margaret Georgiadis of Mattel, Geisha
Williams of PG&E, and Virginia Drosos of Signet Jewelers) and the addition to the S&P 500
of Advanced Micro Devices, which is led by CEO Lisa Su (Chart 7). As a result, the total
number of S&P 500 companies with a female chief executive rose to 27 in 2017, from the
26 seen in 2016 (Chart 17). It is the highest level ever recorded by The Conference Board
in its 17-year review of CEO succession practices. However, it also underscores the degree
to which gender parity remains elusive in corporate leadership: if the rate of increase in
female representation in the CEO community were to continue at the 2001-2017 level,
there would still be fewer than 100 women CEOs of S&P 500 companies in 2034.
In a significant shift from the past, the majority of public companies now delegate CEO
performance oversight to the compensation committee of the board of directors In
manufacturing and nonfinancial services companies, the once prevalent practice of involving
the full board of directors in the process for evaluating CEO performance continues to
lose ground in favor of delegation to the compensation committee. The scrutiny of the
link between pay and performance and the increasing specialization of the compensation
committee in defining the appropriate performance targets for the C-suite provide the
most likely explanation for this trend. In the financial services industry, however, 69.2 percent
of respondents to The Conference Board survey reported assigning CEO performance
assessment responsibilities to the full board of directors, compared to the 23.1 percent in that
industry that delegate those responsibilities to the compensation committee (Chart 25).
CEO succession planning remains a responsibility of all directors, as most boards do
not see the value of instituting a standing committee with this sole duty Only a small
fraction of companies in the services industries and size groups assign CEO succession
planning oversight responsibilities to a dedicated, stand-alone board committee, with no
manufacturing companies disclosing this practice (Chart 27). Instead, succession planning
functions are performed either by the full board (61.4 percent of nonfinancial services
companies, 47.2 percent of manufacturing companies, and 38.5 percent of financial firms)
or through delegation to the compensation committee (16.7 percent of manufacturing
companies) or the nominating/corporate governance committee (20.5 percent of nonfinancial companies). Twenty-five percent of the smallest companies in manufacturing and
nonfinancial services, with annual revenue under US$1 billion, entrust CEO succession
planning to the nominating/governance committee—the highest share found in the
analysis by company size and annual revenue.
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Smaller companies continue to devote fewer resources to and lag behind in CEO
succession planning, and at least one-third places it on the board agenda only
when an emergency arises Across industries and all but one size group, the majority of
companies that participated in The Conference Board survey reported that their boards
review the CEO succession plan annually. The only exception in the analysis by company
size is in companies with annual revenue under US$1 billion, where only 37.5 percent of
companies are methodical in their review of the succession plan and do it at least annually
(Chart 28). In fact, the smallest companies reported the highest percentage of cases
where the CEO succession plan is reviewed only when a change in circumstances warrants
it—for example, in the event of retirement, sudden death or illness, or other emergencies.
A large majority of companies have an in-house leadership development program,
with mentoring from a professional executive coach and the assignment of special
stretch projects being the program’s most common features Literature on CEO
succession planning praises the benefits of CEO “auditioning” practices, during which an
outside candidate is not placed directly into the CEO slot but is first trained and tested
by the board through temporary tasks and assignments of the type that a top business
leader would be expected to execute. Among companies that rely on a leadership development program for members of the C-suite and that participated in The Conference
Board survey, slightly less than half of manufacturing and financial services companies
include auditioning periods in the program (Chart 35). Instead, a higher percentage
opts for individual special projects or stretch assignments without the restraints of a
predefined auditioning time period. Unlike CEO auditioning or stretch assignments, CEO
apprenticeship is the period of time preceding the official succession announcement in
which a CEO candidate accompanies the CEO on a number of strategic and highly visible
tasks. It is used for the purpose of vetting the candidate’s leadership skills and offering
new opportunities for exposure within and outside of the organization. Apprenticeship
programs are marginally used, with the highest rate of adoption (23.1 percent) found in
the financial services industry.
The largest financial companies show the highest rate of disclosure of CEO
succession planning, a finding that may stem from their effort to strengthen a
culture of risk oversight Across most industries and size groups, less than half of the
surveyed companies include information on succession planning in their annual disclosure
to shareholders (Chart 32). Larger companies are far more likely to include this type of
information in their proxy statement: in particular, disclosure has become a predominant
practice among the largest financial companies, and 83.3 percent of those with assets
valued at US$10 billion and greater regularly have adopted the practice of updating
their investors on this topic. (The average percentage across the financial industry, to
which the asset value breakdown refers, is also quite high, at 53.8. Numbers are much
lower in manufacturing and nonfinancial services (22.2 percent and 28.6 percent, respectively).) The Dodd-Frank Act introduced the requirement of establishing a separate
risk committee composed of independent directors for publicly traded bank holding
companies with US$10 billion or more in assets and publicly traded nonbank financial
companies supervised by the Federal Reserve. These regulatory developments and the
efforts by many financial institutions to strengthen their risk management process after
the 2008 credit crunch help explain such disparities in disclosure practices.
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CEO successions have profound consequences on the organization, as data confirms
that most new leaders bring their own teams or reshuffle the C-suite Of the
succession announcements made by S&P 500 companies in 2017, 90.7 percent indicated
that the CEO change would be accompanied by additional changes at the director or
senior executive level (Chart 48). Such changes were either effective immediately or
announced relatively soon after the appointment of the incoming CEO. This evidence
confirms that, in a number of cases, an important element of succession planning is to
transform organizational leadership and remove members who may not fully support the
new CEO. In other circumstances, instead, succession events may be good opportunities
for a board to reconsider company strategy, assess the governance structure that will
support it, and secure the new senior talent needed in its implementation.
Boards are providing earlier notice of CEO successions and more clearly emphasizing
their role in succession planning than ever before In public disclosures and media
interactions, companies increasingly emphasize the role of corporate directors in the CEO
succession planning process. In particular, compared with only a few years ago, boards
in 2017 are nearly five times more likely to state in their press release that the CEO
transition represents the culmination of their internal CEO succession planning process
(Chart 47). This represents an increase from 11.9 percent of boards in 2013 to 50 percent
of boards in 2017. More often than in the past, communications plans are crafted early
so as to avoid surprising shareholders and other market participants. Of the succession
announcements made by S&P 500 companies in 2017, 75.9 percent of announcements
indicated that the succession would be effective at a future date, not immediately
(Chart 45). The average notice of a succession event rose to 100 days in 2017, an increase
from 80 days in 2016.
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CEO SUCCESSION TRENDS
(2001–2017)
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CEO Succession Rate
This section illustrates year-by-year succession rates and examines the evolution of
certain aspects of the succession phenomenon—including the influence of firm performance on succession and the characteristics of the departing and incoming CEOs.
When appropriate, the report compares emerging trends in chief executive successions
with data available from the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s to provide a broader historical
perspective. Cases of CEO succession were identified using extensive searches of
corporate press releases on the investor relations and media sections of S&P 500
company websites. The emphasis is on announcements of succession events. Hence, the
analysis will include successions that might not be final until 2018 and instances in which
the incoming CEO has yet to be named. This focus on announcements will, from time
to time, create apparent discrepancies relative to other sources of succession analysis
tracking succession events that were completed in 2017 (and, thus, were announced in
2016 or 2017). For each identified case, the analysis used financial data retrieved from
ExecuComp and The Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) US Stock Database,
which were accessed through Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS). Additional information was gathered from corporate press releases.
Chart 1 shows the annual succession rate of S&P 500 CEOs for the 2001–2017 period.
The rate of CEO successions in calendar year 2017 was 10.8 percent—on par with the
average for the entire 2001–2017 period of 10.9 percent. The lowest rate recorded
since the financial crisis is 8.4 percent, in 2013, while the highest is seen in 2005, when it
reached nearly 15 percent.
Chart 1

CEO succession rates (2001–2017)
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Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database,
company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.
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In terms of actual numbers of turnover events, 54 CEOs in the S&P 500 announced their
departure in 2017. The highest number in this period was 68 in 2005, and the lowest
40 in 2001 (Table 1).

Table 1 Number of CEO succession cases (2001–2017)
Year

Number of
companies

Number of
succession cases

Year

Number of
companies

Number of
succession cases

2001

427

40

2010

499

51

2002

436

45

2011

511

55

2003

450

48

2012

488

53

2004

455

55

2013

500

42

2005

465

68

2014

500

51

2006

491

50

2015

500

56

2007

499

58

2016

500

63

2008

500

50

2017

500

54

2009

495

56

Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database,
company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.

By company performance
Chart 2 reports annual succession rates categorized according to whether company
performance over the prior two years was in or above the bottom quartile of performance for S&P 500 companies. For the purposes of this analysis, succession rates are
defined as the percentage of individuals in the last year of their service at the company
in the CEO position, and performance is defined as the two-year total shareholder return
(TSR) minus the two-year TSR of all S&P 500 companies in the same industry.
The analysis finds that the average succession rate of CEOs of poorly performing
companies (industry-adjusted TSR in the bottom quartile) during the 2001–2017 period
was 14.4 percent. The succession rate ranged from a low of 10.0 percent in 2006 to a
high of 22.1 percent in 2017. In 2017, the rate was higher than at any time since 2001,
up from 17.1 percent in 2016. These findings of 14.4 percent from 2001–2017 are slightly
lower than those from an analysis of succession rates of S&P 500 CEOs between 1970 and
1994, during which the annual succession rate of CEOs of poorly performing companies
averaged 15 percent.2 Hence, the rate of CEO departure when stock returns are poor
has not substantially changed since the 1970–1994 period, despite enhancements in
corporate governance.

2
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See Kevin Murphy, “Executive Compensation,” Handbook of Labor Economics,
Orley Ashenfelter and David Card (eds.) (Burlington, MA: Elsevier, 1999), pp. 2,485–2,563.
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In addition, the analysis shows that the average succession rate of CEOs of betterperforming companies (industry-adjusted TSR in the top three quartiles) was 9.4 percent
for the 2001–2017 period. The succession rate was lowest in 2002 (6.5 percent) and
highest in 2009 (11.6 percent). In 2017, the succession rate of CEOs of better-performing
companies was 6.8 percent, which reflects a marked decline when compared with the
10.6 percent for 2016 and is lower than the average rate for the 2001–2017 period. The
rate of 9.4 percent for the 2001-2017 period is lower than the rates from an analysis of
S&P 500 CEO succession events in the 1970–1994 period, during which the annual CEO
succession rate at better-performing companies was 10.8 percent.3
Overall, the annual succession rate of CEOs of poorly performing companies exceeds
that of better-performing companies in nearly each year of the sample period. As most
analysts would expect, the probability of CEO succession is higher following poorer
financial performance than following better financial performance.

Chart 2

CEO succession rate by company performance (2001-2017)
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Note: Performance is defined as the two-year total shareholder return (TSR) minus the two-year TSR of all S&P 500 companies in the same industry.
Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP), 2018.
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By departing CEO age
Chart 3 shows annual succession rates categorized by whether the CEO was at least
64 years old at the time of the succession announcement, which, for the purpose of the
analysis on voluntary versus disciplinary departures conducted for this report, was chosen
as the typical age of retirement. Following the 2008 financial crisis, The Conference Board
study reported an acceleration of the rate of succession of CEOs aged 64 years or older: in
the 2009–2014 period, this older group’s average turnover rate was 25.5 percent, compared
to the 8.2 percent seen for younger CEOs. In the last couple of years, however, this
phenomenon came to a halt: older CEOs departed in 2016 and 2017 at rates of 16.1 percent
and 18.3 percent, respectively, which are much more aligned with the historical succession
rate that The Conference Board reported for their age groups in the 2001–2008 period.
Overall, this finding suggests that a generational shift in executive leadership might have
run its course amid an improvement in firm performance and general economic context. By
contrast, among younger CEOs, the average succession rate decreased to 8.9 percent in
2017, down from 11.5 percent in 2016 and up from 7.7 percent in 2015.
In the 17-year period examined, the average percentage of turnover events involving
older CEOs was 19.3, ranging from 29.0 in 2011 to 9.4 in 2008. In contrast, the rate of CEO
succession for younger CEOs was fairly consistent across the sample, varying from 5.5
percent in 2013 to 13.4 percent in 2005—on average, 9.5 percent over the period.
For comparison, a similar analysis of CEO succession rates of S&P 500 companies between 1970
and 1994 found that 33 percent of CEOs left the firm at age 64 or 65, while 62 percent of the
CEOs departed between the ages of 60 and 66.4 In 2017, only 13.0 percent of CEOs left the
firm at age 64 or 65, while 50.0 percent departed between the ages of 60 and 66. Therefore,
it seems the prevalence of successions involving CEOs at normal retirement age has declined
significantly over time and is also lower in 2017 for those CEOs between the ages of 60 and 66.
Chart 3

CEO succession rate by departing CEO age (2001–2017)
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Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.
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By industry
An important strategic decision, such as a change in executive leadership, will often
depend on the market conditions the company is experiencing and, more generally, the
industry in which the company operates.
Chart 4 shows annual CEO succession rates classified according to the industry in which
the company has primary operations. Analysts contend that the wholesale and retail
industry is among the most vulnerable to today’s changes and disruptions, including
ongoing pressure to develop an omnichannel presence to compete with online shopping.
That these pressures require fresh leadership and a renewed strategic vision is confirmed
by data on CEO turnover, which, at 22.7 percent (up from 16.3 percent in 2016), was by
far the highest of all industries in 2017. It is the highest ever recorded by The Conference
Board for a single peer group of companies. Manufacturing and services also had a
succession rate greater than 10 percent in 2017, which reflects a reversal from their
relatively lower succession rates in 2016. In contrast, companies in the finance and
insurance, transportation and communication, and extraction industries reported the
lowest overall succession rates by industry, or less than 8 percent for each sector. These
rates are lower than their 2001–2017 averages, as shown in Table 2.

Chart 4

CEO succession rate by industry (2014–2017)
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Chart 5 illustrates the concentration of succession events per industry, as well as the
prevalence of succession events due to the dismissal of the departing CEO. For the
purposes of this analysis, a CEO dismissal (or disciplinary succession) is defined as a
departure occurring prior to the age of 64 and when the company’s industry-adjusted
TSR (as defined on page 19) is in the bottom quartile of all S&P 500 companies. The
remaining CEO successions are categorized as nondisciplinary successions. When this
definition is applied, 38.5 percent of CEO succession cases in the wholesale and retail
industry and 33.3 percent of those in the manufacturing industry were the result of CEO
dismissal. This again suggests that poorer stock price performance in these sectors put
pressure on boards to make changes, even when the CEO is younger. In contrast, none of
the successions in the extraction industry involved a disciplinary succession.

Chart 5

CEO succession concentration by industry (2015-2017)
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Determinants of CEO Succession: The State of Empirical Research
Research on the determinants and costs of CEO succession events supports the following broad conclusions:
The age and tenure of the departing CEO The
age of the departing CEO is more important
in explaining CEO succession than measures of
company performance. CEOs with fewer than five
years in their current position are more likely to be
dismissed for a company’s poor performance than
CEOs with longer tenure.
Company stock performance CEO succession events
are more likely when stock returns are bad than when
returns are good, and they are more likely to occur
when performance is poor and the CEO is in his or
her first five years of service. However, company
stock performance remains a less important driver of
succession decisions than CEO age.
Company operating performance CEO succession
events are more likely when operating performance
is bad than when operating performance is good.
However, company operating performance remains
a less important driver of succession decisions than
company stock returns and CEO age.
Company size The sensitivity of CEO succession
events to company financial performance is generally
higher among smaller companies (measured by annual
revenue and asset value), while the importance of
CEO age in explaining variation in CEO departure is
generally highest among larger companies.
The board of directors The sensitivity of succession
to performance varies with characteristics of the board
of directors. In particular, sensitivity increases with
a higher percentage of independent directors and
decreases with the percentage of CEO stock holdings
and when the CEO is the firm’s founder or is from
the founding family.

Institutional ownership The sensitivity of succession
to performance varies with characteristics of the firm’s
investor base. In particular, sensitivity increases with a
higher percentage of outside stock holdings (e.g., large
outside shareholders). Institutional ownership can have
a direct influence on the probability of CEO succession;
evidence suggests that the increase in index fund
ownership associated with the reconstitution of
equity indices (e.g., Russell 1000) increases the
probability of CEO turnover.
Initial public offerings The rate of succession in
recently listed companies ranges from 6 percent in
the first year public to approximately 10 percent per
year afterward. Roughly 30 percent of all companies
experience a succession between the first year public
and the fourth year.
The cost of succession to the company The cost of
succession to the company is estimated to be 5 percent
of a company’s annual profit, of which 75 percent
relates to the reduction in firm value tolerated by the
board to avoid the direct cost of replacing the CEO.
Such costs include the candidate search, a period of
reduced productivity during the transition to a new
CEO, severance pay, and possible loss of firm-specific
knowledge that must be acquired by the new CEO.
The cost of succession to the departing CEO Only
5.5 percent of CEOs under the age of 60 who leave the
CEO position are hired as a top executive at another
public firm. These executives go on to receive compensation that is approximately 24 percent lower than
when they served as a CEO.

Sources: Anne T. Coughlan and Ronald M. Schmidt, “Executive Compensation, Management Turnover, and Firm Performance: An Empirical Investigation,”
Journal of Accounting and Economics 7, No. 1–3, 1985, pp. 43–66; Jerold B. Warner, Ross L. Watts, and Karen H. Wruck, “Stock Prices and Top Management
Changes,” Journal of Financial Economics, Vol. 20, 1988, pp. 461–492; Michael S. Weisbach, “Outside Directors and CEO Turnover,” Journal of Financial
Economics Vol. 20, 1988, pp. 431–460; Robert Parrino, “CEO Turnover and Outside Succession: A Cross-sectional Analysis,” Journal of Financial Economics
Vol. 46, No. 2, 1997, pp. 165–197; James A. Brickley, “Empirical Research on CEO Turnover and Firm Performance: A Discussion,” Journal of Accounting and
Economics, Vol. 36, No. 1–3, 2003, pp. 227–233; Kevin Murphy, “Executive Compensation,” Orley Ashenfelter and David Card (eds.), Handbook of Labor
Economics, 1999, pp. 2,485–2,563; Mark R. Huson, Paul H. Malatesta, and Robert Parrino, “Managerial Succession and Firm Performance,” Journal of Financial
Economics, Vol. 74, 2004, pp. 237–275; J. Harry Evans, Nandu Nagarajan, and Jason D. Schloetzer, “CEO Turnover and Retention Light: Retaining Former CEOs
on the Board,” Journal of Accounting Research, Vol. 48, No. 5, 2010, pp. 1,015–1,047; David Larcker and Bryan Tayan, Corporate Governance Matters (Upper
Saddle River, NJ: FT Press, 2012), pp. 203–236; William Mullins, “The Governance Impact of Index Funds: Evidence from Regression Continuity,” working paper,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2014; Audra Boone, Laura Field, Jonathan Karpoff, and Charu Raheja, “The Determinants of Corporate Board Size and
Composition: An Empirical Analysis,” Journal of Financial Economics, Vol. 85, No. 1, July 2007, pp. 66–101; Jordan Nickerson, “A Structural Estimation of the
Cost of Suboptimal Matching in the CEO Labor Market,” working paper, University of Texas at Austin, November 2013; “Robust Models of CEO Turnover: New
Evidence on Relative Performance Evaluation,” working paper, Tulane University, Michigan State University, and University of Kentucky, May 20, 2015.
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Characteristics of Departing CEOs
Age
From 2001 to 2017, the average departing CEO was 60.2 years old, as shown in Chart 6.
This average has remained relatively constant across time, with 59.9 calculated for 2017,
which reflects a nearly two-year decline from the age of 62.3 years in 2013. The range in
departure ages by industry (Chart 7) shows some variation, with the lowest departure age
in the services industry (57.3 years old) and the highest departure age in the extraction
and transportation and communication industries (61.8 and 62.1 years old, respectively).

Chart 6
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Chart 7

Departing CEO age by industry (2001–2017)
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Gender
Three of the departing CEOs in 2017 (5.6 percent) are women, which is consistent with
the average number per year since 2010 (Chart 8). In total, seven female CEOs left the
S&P 500 in 2017: They are Meg Whitman of Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Irene Rosenfeld
of Mondelēz, Ursula Burns of Xerox, Marissa Meyer of Yahoo!, Gracia Martore of Tegna
Inc., Debra Crew of Reynolds American, and Shira Goodman of Staples. However, four
of these are the result of changes in the composition of the S&P 500 index, since Yahoo!,
Tegna, Staples, and Reynolds American were all replaced by other companies during the
2017 calendar year. Unlike her colleagues, in fact, Shira Goodman left her post in early
2018 and would not be counted for the purpose of this report if it were not for the S&P
500 composition change (Chart 8).
Chart 9 displays the distribution by industry of departing women CEOs in the four-year
period that includes 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017. There were 11 female CEO departures in
total, four of which were in the manufacturing sector. As a result, manufacturing had an
8.2 percent succession rate for women CEOs across these years, the highest seen across
industries and somewhat higher than the 7.7 percent rate for services.
Chart 8
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Chart 9

Departing female CEOs by industry (2014–2017)
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Tenure
More stable economic conditions and the improved corporate performance of the last
couple of years have halted the declining trend in average CEO tenure observed by The
Conference Board in the first decade of the century. In 2009, at the peak of the financial
crisis, the average CEO of an S&P 500 held his or her position for 7.2 years—the shortest
average tenure registered by The Conference Board and down from the 11.3 years found
in 2002. However, CEO tenure in large companies started to rebound soon after, rising to
8.4 years in 2011, 9.7 in 2013, 9.9 in 2014, and 10.8 in 2015. In 2017, departing CEO tenure
was the highest recorded since 2002 at nearly 11 years (Chart 10). In contrast, employee
tenure across the broader labor market has remained relatively constant over the past
30 years: 5.1 years in 2016 compared with five years in 1983.5
Chart 10

Departing CEO tenure (2001–2017)
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Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database,
company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.
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Craig Copeland, “Employee Tenure Trends, 1983-2016,” Employee Benefit Research Institute, EBRI Notes 38,
no. 9, September 2017, available at www.ebri.org/pdf/notespdf/EBRI_Notes_v38no9_Tenure.20Sept17.pdf
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Table 3 lists the 27 longest-tenured CEOs currently serving at S&P 500 companies.
Table 3 Longest-tenured CEOs in the S&P 500
Year became
CEO

Tenure as CEO
(years)

Leslie H. Wexner

1963

55

Berkshire Hathaway

Warren E. Buffett

1970

48

Universal Health Svcs Inc

Alan Miller

1978

40

Robert Half Intl Inc

Harold Max Messmer, Jr.

1987

31

Regeneron Pharmaceuticals

Leonard S. Schleifer

1988

30

Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd

Richard Fain

1988

30

Schein (Henry) Inc

Stanley M. Bergman

1989

29

Aflac Inc

Daniel P. Amos

1990

28

Zions Bancorporation

Harris H. Simmons

1990

28

Monster Beverage Corp

Rodney C. Sacks

1990

28

Activision Blizzard Inc

Bobby Kotick

1991

27

Microchip Technology Inc

Stephen Sanghi

1991

27

Centurylink Inc

Glen F. Post, III

1992

26

Nvidia Corp

Jen-Hsun Huang

1993

25

Macerich Co

Arthur M. Coppola

1993

25

Regency Centers Corp

Martin E. Stein, Jr.

1993

25

Apartment Invst & Mgmt Co

Terry Considine

1994

24

Capital One Financial Corp

Richard D. Fairbank

1994

24

Hess Corp

John B. Hess

1995

23

Simon Property Group Inc

David E. Simon

1995

23

Arthur J Gallagher & Co

J. Gallagher, Jr.

1995

23

Amazon.com Inc

Jeffrey P. Bezos

1996

22

Centene Corp

Michael F. Neidorff

1996

22

Under Armour Inc

Kevin A. Plank

1996

22

M&T Bank

Robert Wilmers

1983-2005,
2007-current

32

Cerner Corp

Neal L. Patterson

1987

30

Waters Corp

Douglas A. Berthiaume

1994

23

Company name

CEO

L Brands Inc

Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database,
company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.
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Disciplinary and nondisciplinary departures
CEO successions can be distinguished as nondisciplinary or disciplinary, with the latter
often attributed to poor company financial performance.
Chart 11 highlights how the rate of disciplinary departures has evolved over time. For
the purposes of this analysis, a CEO disciplinary succession is defined as a departure
occurring prior to the age of 64 and when industry-adjusted TSR (as defined on page 22)
is in the bottom quartile of all S&P 500 companies. The remaining successions are
categorized as nondisciplinary.
The chart shows that disciplinary successions vary rather widely across the sample period:
rates range from 13.2 percent in 2005 to 40 percent in 2002 (on average, 23.7 percent
for the 17-year period). In 2017, disciplinary successions declined from their level in 2016
to be more consistent with the rates documented during the 2010–2013 period, with an
average dismissal rate for the index of 22.1 percent.
Chart 11

Disciplinary departures (2001–2017)
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Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP), 2018.

Chart 12 highlights how disciplinary
CEO successions varied across industry
in 2017 and provides some insight
into the average dismissal rate of 22.1
percent (Chart 11). In particular, nearly
40 percent of CEO succession cases
in the wholesale and retail industry
and one-third of CEO succession
cases in the manufacturing industry
were the result of the dismissal of
the departing CEO. In contrast, there
were no disciplinary successions in the
extraction industry in 2017.
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Chart 12

Disciplinary departures by industry (2017)
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4.5
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Extraction 0
Transportation,
Communication

23.1

Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from
Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP), 2018.
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Characteristics of Incoming CEOs
Age
Charts 13 and 14 report trends in the average age of incoming CEOs. Table 4 lists
youngest and oldest incoming CEOs in the S&P 500 in 2017 and is complemented by
Tables 5 and 6, which list all youngest and oldest CEOs currently serving at S&P 500
companies. The charts show that the average age of incoming CEOs was similar from
2001–2017 across industries at 53.0 years old and ranged approximately from 52 to
55 years old. It is uncommon for a company to appoint an incoming CEO who is at least
62 years old—less than 10 percent of incoming CEOs fit this description in 2017, with
more than half of these CEOs being appointed after a sudden death of the current CEO.
Chart 14 reports the average age of an incoming CEO by industry classification. Even in
the industry analysis, there is little difference seen in incoming CEO age (Chart 14).
Today, among S&P 500 companies, only 10 CEOs are aged 73 or older: They include
Warren Buffett (87 years old) of Berkshire Hathaway, Fred Smith (74) of FedEx, and
Leslie Wexner (80) of L Brands. Nearly all of these individuals have led their companies
for decades (Table 6).
Chart 13

Incoming CEO age (2001–2017)
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Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database,
company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.

Chart 14

Incoming CEO age by industry (2001–2017)
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Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database,
company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.
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Table 4 Youngest and oldest incoming CEOs (2017)
Age

Announcement date

Effective
date

Placement

Former CEO

Brian Niccol

43

11/29/2017

3/5/2018

External

Steve Ells

52

Former CEO
stepped down

Baker-Hughes

Lorenzo Simonelli

44

6/5/2017

7/3/2017

Internal

Martin Craighead

57

Merger and
acquisition
activity

Expedia Inc

Mark D. Okerstrom

44

8/30/2017

8/30/2017

Internal

Dara
Khostroshahi

47

Former CEO
retired

F5 Networks Inc

Francois Locoh-Donou

46

1/30/2017

4/3/2017

External

John McAdam

66

Former CEO
retired

Flir Systems Inc

James (Jim) Cannon

46

5/23/2017

6/19/2017

External

Andrew Teich

56

Former CEO
retired

Flowserve Corp

R. Scott Rowe

46

2/8/2017

4/1/2017

External

Mark Binn

55

Former CEO
retired

Dish Network
Corp

W. Erik Carlson

47

12/5/2017

12/5/2017

Internal

Charles Ergen

64

Former CEO
retired

CSX Corp

James M. Foote

63

12/22/2017

12/22/2017

External

Hunter Harrison

72

Former CEO
health-related
issues

Cerner Corp

Brent Shafer

66

1/10/2018

2/1/2018

External

Neal Patterson

67

Former CEO
health-related
issues

American
International
Group

Brian Duperreault

70

5/15/2017

5/14/2017

External

Peter Hancock

58

Former CEO
resigned

CSX Corp

Hunter Harrison

72

3/6/2017

3/6/2017

External

Michael Ward

66

Former CEO
resigned

Company name

New CEO

Chipotle Mexican
Grill Inc

Age

Reason
for change

Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database, company IR websites, Bloomberg
Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.
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Table 5 Youngest CEOs in the S&P 500
Age

Year became
CEO

Mark Zuckerberg

33

2004

Kimco Realty Corp

Conor C. Flynn

37

2016

Electronic Arts Inc

Andrew Wilson

43

2013

Twenty-First Century Fox Inc

James Rupert Murdoch

44

2015

Alphabet Inc

Lawrence Edward Page

45

2011*

Crown Castle Intl Corp

Jay A. Brown

45

2016

Under Armour Inc

Kevin A. Plank

45

1996

Resmed Inc

Michael J. Farrell, BE, SM, MBA

45

2013

Company name

CEO

Facebook Inc

* Google’s CEO from 2011-2015 (when he became the CEO of Alphabet)
Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation
(ExecuComp) database, company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas,
and other public sources), 2018.

Table 6 Oldest CEOs in the S&P 500
Age

Year became
CEO

Warren E. Buffett

87

1970

M&T Bank

Robert Wilmers

83

1983-2005,
2007-current

L Brands Inc

Leslie H. Wexner

80

1963

Universal Health Services

Alan Miller

79

1978

Walgreens Boots Alliance Inc

Stefano Pessina

76

2015

Vornado Realty Trust

Steven Roth

75

1981-2009,
2013-present

IHS Markit LTD

Jerre L. Stead

75

2000*

Centene Corp

Michael Neidorff

74

1996

FedEx Corp

Fred Smith

74

1998

Air Products & Chemicals

Seifi Ghasemi

73

2014

Company name

CEO

Berkshire Hathaway

* IHS Inc.’s CEO from 2000-2013 (when he became the CEO of IHS Markit Inc.)
Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive
Compensation (ExecuComp) database, company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile
and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.
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Gender
Chart 15 provides information on the gender of incoming CEOs, illustrating by year
the number and percentage of new women CEOs in the S&P 500. In 2017, out of 54
top leadership turnover events, seven led to the appointment of a woman as the
CEO successor (9.3 percent). They are Adena Friedman of Nasdaq, Gail Boudreaux of
Anthem Inc., Michele Buck of Hershey, Michelle Gass of Kohl’s, Margaret Georgiadis
of Mattel, Geisha Williams of PG&E, and Virginia Drosos of Signet Jewelers. Advanced
Micro Devices, which has been led for years by CEO Lisa Su, was included in the S&P
500 index in 2017, raising to eight the total number of new female CEOs in the index.
The chart also shows that the highest share of incoming women CEOs is 18.2 and was
seen in 2011, when 10 of the 55 cases of CEO succession resulted in the selection of a
woman as the new chief executive. The 2017 percentage is higher than the 2001–2016
rate of 6.1 percent.
Chart 15

Incoming female CEOs (2001–2017)
Number of incoming female CEOs
(percent of total)
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Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database,
company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, Catalyst and other public sources), 2018.
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Chart 16

Incoming female CEOs by industry (2014–2017)
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Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database,
company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, Catalyst and other public sources), 2018.

Given the small number of incoming female CEOs announced in the 2014–2017 period, the
breakdown by industry included in Chart 16 has anecdotal but not statistical relevance.
Charts 17 and 18 compare data on incoming women CEOs with data on departing
women CEOs (from Charts 8 and 9, on page 25). The figures are useful to assess the net
effect of succession events on female representation among CEOs in large companies;
therefore, the percentages in these charts refer to the total number of women CEOs
in the index, not the total number of CEO succession events that took place in each of
the 17 years examined.
Chart 17 shows that female representation in large companies has grown significantly
since 2001: there were only six women CEOs at that time and the number rose to its
highest level in 2017 at 27. The last year has seen a net decrease of one female CEO.
The highest impact of female CEO departure was seen in 2010, when four of the then
12 women CEOs of large companies (or 33.3 percent) left their positions; in the same
year, as in 2015, only one of them was replaced with another woman. In 2011, however,
the number of incoming women CEOs (10) far exceeded the number of female departures (four), therefore reversing the decline in the total number of large company women
CEOs registered in 2010.
Given the small number of departing and incoming women CEOs announced in the
2014–2017 period, the breakdown by industry included in Chart 18 has anecdotal but not
statistical relevance.
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Chart 17

Incoming (vs. departing) female CEOs (2001–2017)
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Data prior to 2013 is based on companies in the Fortune 500, which ranks the largest 500 companies by revenue.

Chart 18

Incoming (vs. departing) female CEOs by industry (2017)
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Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database,
company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, Catalyst and other public sources), 2018.
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Table 7 lists all female CEOs who served at S&P 500 companies in 2017. The newly named
women CEOs include Gail Boudreaux of Anthem Inc. and Michelle Gass of Kohl’s Corp.
Table 7 Female CEOs in the S&P 500
CEO

Company name

Age

Year became CEO

Debra A. Cafaro

Ventas Inc

59

1999

Indra K. Nooyi

Pepsico Inc

61

2006

Denise M. Morrison

Campbell Soup Co

63

2011

Beth E. Mooney

Keycorp

62

2011

Debra L. Reed

Sempra Energy

61

2011

Patricia Leonard Kampling

Alliant Energy Corp

57

2012

Virginia M. Rometty

Intl Business Machines Corp

58

2012

Heather Bresch

Mylan Nv

48

2012

Lynn J. Good

Duke Energy Corp

57

2013

Phebe N. Novakovic

General Dynamics Corp

59

2013

Lauralee E. Martin

Hcp Inc

66

2013

Marillyn A. Hewson

Lockheed Martin Corp

63

2013

Mary N. Dillon

Ulta Beauty Inc

56

2013

Lisa T. Su

Advanced Micro Devices

47

2014

Mary T. Barra

General Motors Co

55

2014

Safra Ada Catz

Oracle Corp

56

2014

Barbara Rentler

Ross Stores Inc

60

2014

Patricia Kessler Poppe

Cms Energy Corp

48

2016

Vicki A. Hollub

Occidental Petroleum Corp

57

2016

Susan Patricia Griffith

Progressive Corp-Ohio

53

2016

Adena Friedman

Nasdaq Inc

48

2017

Gail Boudreaux

Anthem Inc

57

2017

Michele Buck

Hershey Co

56

2017

Michelle Gass

Kohl's Corp

49

2017

Margaret Georgiadis

Mattel Inc

53

2017

Geisha Williams

Pg&E Corp

55

2017

Virginia Drosos

Signet Jewelers Ltd

54

2017

Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp)
database, Audit Analytics database, company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography,
Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.
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Inside promotions and outside hires
Chart 19 illustrates that 55.6 percent of incoming CEOs in the succession events that
occurred in 2017 were “insiders” who were promoted to the CEO position after serving at
least one year with the company. The remaining 44.4 percent were “outsiders” who had
served less than one year with the company. These percentages are significantly higher
compared to the rates documented from 2011 to 2016. Overall, while the findings
showed a continued decrease
in the appointment of outsiders
Chart 19
from 2011–2016, there was a
Inside promotions and outside hires (2011–2017)
marked increase in 2017.
Insider

During the 1970s, only 8.3
percent of incoming CEOs of S&P
500 companies (31 of 373 CEO
succession events) were appointed
from outside the company. In the
1980s, this number increased to
10.4 percent of incoming CEOs
(36 of 347) and, by the early 1990s,
nearly 20 percent of incoming
CEOs were outside hires (54 of
285 incoming CEOs between 1990
and 1996).6 From 2011 to 2016, an
average 20.8 percent of incoming
CEOs were outside hires. While the
average rate of hiring outsiders to
fill vacated CEO positions appears
to have stabilized since the early
1990s at approximately 20 percent,
the rate in 2017 is significantly
higher; this higher rate is worth
monitoring in the coming years.

Outsider

2017 (N=54)
55.6%

44.4%

2016 (N=63)
85.7

14.3

2015 (N=56)
85.7

14.3

2014 (N=49)
79.6

20.4

2013 (N=42)
76.2

23.8

2012 (N=53)
72.9

27.1

2011 (N=56)
75.0

25.0
100

0
Note: "Insiders" are incoming CEOs promoted to the position after
serving at least one year with the company. "Outsiders" are incoming
CEOs who had served less than one year with the company.
Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from
company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography,
Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.

Table 8 lists the outsiders
appointed to the CEO role at S&P 500 companies in 2017.
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Table 8 Incoming outside CEO appointments (2017)
Age

Announcement date

Effective
date

Placement

Former CEO

Brian Duperreault

70

5/15/2017

5/14/2017

External

Peter Hancock

58

Former CEO
resigned

Anthem Inc

Gail Boudreaux

57

11/6/2017

11/20/2017

External

Joseph Swedish

66

Former CEO
retired

Arconic Inc

Charles "Chip"
Blankenship

51

10/23/2017

1/15/2018

External

Klaus Kleinfeld

60

Former CEO
resigned

H&R Block Inc

Jeffrey J. Jones II

49

8/22/2017

10/9/2017

External

William C. (Bill)
Cobb

60

Former CEO
retired

Bank Of New York
Mellon Corp

Charles Scharf

52

7/17/2017

7/17/2017

External

Gerald Hassell

65

Former CEO
retired

Cerner Corp

Brent Shafer

66

1/10/2018

2/1/2018

External

Neal Patterson

67

Former CEO
health-related
issues

Chevron Corp

Michael Wirth

56

9/28/2017

2/1/2018

External

John Watson

61

Former CEO
retired

Chipotle Mexican
Grill Inc

Brian Niccol

43

11/29/2017

3/5/2018

External

Steve Ells

52

Former CEO
stepped down

CSX Corp

Hunter Harrison

72

3/6/2017

3/6/2017

External

Michael Ward

66

Former CEO
resigned

CSX Corp

James M. Foote

63

12/22/2017

12/22/2017

External

Hunter Harrison

72

Former CEO
health-related
issues

Dentsply Sirona Inc

Donald Casey

57

1/17/2018

2/12/2018

External

Jeffrey T. Slovin

53

Former CEO
resigned

F5 Networks Inc

Francois LocohDonou

46

1/30/2017

4/3/2017

External

John McAdam

66

Former CEO
retired

Flir Systems Inc

James (Jim)
Cannon

46

5/23/2017

6/19/2017

External

Andrew Teich

56

Former CEO
retired

Flowserve Corp

R. Scott Rowe

46

2/8/2017

4/1/2017

External

Mark Binn

55

Former CEO
retired

Kellogg Co

Steven Cahillane

52

9/28/2017

10/2/2017

External

John Bryant

52

Former CEO
retired

Mattel Inc

Margaret
Georgiadis

53

1/17/2017

2/8/2017

External

Christopher
Sinclair

66

Former CEO
retired

Micron Technology
Inc

Sanjay Mehrotra

58

5/8/2017

5/8/2017

External

D. Mark Durcan

56

Former CEO
retired

Mondelēz
International Inc

Dirk Van dePut

56

8/2/2017

11/20/2017

External

Irene Rosenfeld

64

Former CEO
retired

Patterson
Companies Inc

Mark Walchirk

51

10/24/2017

11/20/2017

External

Scott Anderson

51

Former CEO
resigned

Perrigo Co Plc

Uwe Rohroff

54

6/5/2017

1/1/2018

External

John Hedrickson

54

Former CEO
retired

Ralph Lauren Corp

Patrice Jean
Louvet

52

7/17/2017

7/17/2017

External

Stefan Larsson

42

Former CEO
resigned

Sealed Air Corp

Edward Doheny II

55

9/7/2017

1/1/2018

External

Jerome Peribere

62

Former CEO
retired

Signet Jewelers Ltd

Virginia Drosos

54

7/17/2017

8/1/2017

External
(Director)

Mark Light

55

Former CEO
stepped down

Tiffany & Co

Alessandro
Bogliolo

52

2/5/2017

7/13/2017

External

Frederic
Cumenal

56

Former CEO
resigned

Zimmer Biomet
Holdings Inc

Daniel Florin

53

7/11/2017

12/19/2017

External

David Dvorak

53

Former CEO
retired

Company name

New CEO

American
International Group

Age

Reason for
change

Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database, company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive
Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.
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In an interesting new practice, a number of companies in the 2014–2016 period chose
to offer the chief executive position to a current board member (either independent or
executive board member), rather than choosing a complete outsider. While this practice
was observed in five successions in 2016, the number declined to one in 2017 (Table 9).

Table 9 Independent directors appointed as CEOs (2017)
Company name

Incoming CEO

Age

Announcement
date

Effective
date

Signet Jewelers Ltd

Virginia Drosos

54

7/17/2017

8/1/2017

Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database,
company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.

Tenure-in-company of insider appointments
Chart 20 shows that the average tenure-in-company of an insider at the time of
promotion to CEO was 15.4 years across the sample period and 17.0 years in 2017.
The analysis also examined whether an inside promotion was a “seasoned executive,”
defined for the purpose of this report as an executive with tenure in the company that
Chart 20

Average tenure-in-company of insiders (2001–2017)
Years with company

18.0

19.0

19.0
17.0

17.0
13.0

13.7
10.0

12.0

14.0

18.4
15.8

16.2

15.5

17.0
14.9

15.4

12.0

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 AVG

Note: “Insiders” are incoming CEOs promoted to the position after serving at least one year with the company.
Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database,
company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, Catalyst and other public sources), 2018.
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exceeds 20 years. Chart 21 reports that
27.8 percent of inside promotions to
CEO in 2017 involved seasoned executives, down from 33.3 percent in 2016
and similar to the rate of 28.6 percent in
2015. For comparison, the percentage
of incoming CEOs who were seasoned
executives declined from 58 percent at
the end of the 1980s to 46 percent by
1996.7 Consequently, the percentage of
successions involving incoming CEOs
with at least 20 years of experience
in the company is lower than the
historical evidence.
Table 10 lists the 15 most-seasoned
executives who were promoted to the
CEO role in the S&P 500 in 2017.

Chart 21

Incoming CEOs who are “seasoned executives”
(2013–2017)
Seasoned

Non-seasoned

2017 (N=54)
27.8%

72.2%

2016 (N=63)
33.3

66.7

2015 (N=56)
28.6

71.4

2014 (N=49)*
38.8

61.2

2013 (N=42)
26.2

73.8

0

100

Note: A “seasoned executive” has been with the company for 20 years or longer.
* N=49 in 2014 because 2 departures have yet to name successor
Source: The Conference Board, based on raw data from Compustat
Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database, company IR websites,
Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, and other public sources, 2015.

Table 10 Most “seasoned executive” incoming CEOs (2017)
Company name

Incoming CEO

Age

Announcement
date

Effective
date

Tenure in
company

American Express Co

Stephen Squeri

57

10/18/2017

2/1/2018

32

American International
Group

Brian Duperreault

70

5/15/2017

5/14/2017

21

Autodesk Inc

Andrew Anagnost

52

2/7/2017

6/19/2017

20

Cardinal Health Inc

Michael Kaufmann

54

11/6/2017

1/1/2018

27

Chevron Corp

Michael Wirth

56

9/28/2017

2/1/2018

37

Dish Network Corp

W. Erik Carlson

47

12/5/2017

12/5/2017

32

General Electric Co

John Flannery

55

6/12/2017

8/1/2017

31

General Mills Inc

Jeffrey Harmening

50

5/3/2017

6/1/2017

23

Halliburton Co

Jeffrey (Jeff) Miller

53

5/17/2017

6/1/2017

21

Hewlett Packard Enterprise

Antonio Neri

50

11/21/2017

2/1/2018

22

M & T Bank Corp

Rene Jones

53

12/20/2017

12/20/2017

25

Macy's Inc

Jeffrey (Jeff) Gennette

55

3/23/2017

3/23/2017

33

Seagate Technology Plc

William Mosley

50

7/25/2017

10/1/2017

22

U S Bancorp

Andrew Cecere

56

1/17/2017

4/18/2017

31

Whirlpool Corp

Marc Bitzer

52

6/20/2017

10/1/2017

36

Note: A “seasoned executive” has been with the company for 20 years or longer.
Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database, Audit Analytics
database, company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.

7

Murphy, “Executive Compensation,” Handbook of Labor Economics.
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Professional qualifications and skills
Company press releases that announce a CEO succession event provide a
glimpse into the characteristics of the incoming CEO that are most emphasized to
external stakeholders.
Chart 22 highlights the professional characteristics and skills of incoming CEOs that are
most commonly emphasized in succession announcements. In 88.9 percent of announcements in 2017, the professional qualifications of the incoming CEO were emphasized,
including a description of his or her professional career and educational background.
In addition, leadership abilities (40.7 percent of succession announcements), a focus on
creating value for shareholders (37.0 percent), and possessing global experience (22.2
percent) were frequently mentioned.
It appears that succession announcements emphasize incoming CEO characteristics
that relate to broad CEO characteristics. For example, background analysis of press
releases (not detailed in the charts) shows that in 2017, the promotion of an insider to the
CEO position is more likely to state that the appointment is due to the CEO succession
plan executed by the
company (56 percent of
Chart 22
insider appointments)
Incoming CEO professional qualifications and skills (2013–2017)
than for the promotion of
an outsider to the CEO
88.9%
2017 (N=54)
91.9
position (44 percent of
2016 (N=63)
95.6
Professional qualifications
outsider appointments).
89.6
2015 (N=56)
92.9
The announcements of
2014 (N=49)
40.7
an outsider to the CEO
2013 (N=42)
51.6
position are more likely
60.0
Leadership abilities
45.8
to discuss the CEO’s
83.3
focus on creating firm
37.0
value (64 percent of
32.3
48.9
Create firm value
outsider appointments)
37.5
than for the promotion
31.0
9.3
of an insider (36 percent
16.1
of insider announce15.6
Board experience
12.5
ments). In a potentially
33.3
new development,
16.7
nearly 1 in 5 outsider
30.7
37.8
promotions mentioned
Strategic planning skills
39.6
the CEO’s digital and
35.7
technology skills,
22.2
16.1
whereas only 3 percent
17.8
Global acumen
of insider appointments
29.1
30.9
mentioned this skill set.
N=49 in 2014 because 2 departures have yet to name successor.
Source: The Conference Board based on data from company IR websites, 2018.
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Joint election as board chairman
Chart 23 reports that successions involving the
immediate joint appointment of the incoming
CEO as board chairman continue to remain
low, although there was a notable increase in
2017. Nearly 15 percent of the successions in
2017 involved immediate joint appointments
as board chairman, up from the 6.4 percent
rate recorded in 2016. This finding should be
reviewed in conjunction with data on board
practices evidencing the growing propensity
of US companies, including the larger ones, to
strengthen the independence of the board of
directors and ensure a separate and impartial
leadership of the oversight body. On the other
hand, background analysis of press releases
(not detailed in the tables or charts) suggests
that the increase might be driven by the board’s
willingness to disclose to shareholders that the
company intends to reunite the chairman and
CEO positions after a transition period.

Chart 23

Joint election as board chairman (2013–2017)
Not a chairman

Named chairman
2017 (N=54)

85.2%

14.8%

2016 (N=63)
6.4

93.6

2015 (N=56)
10.7

89.3

2014 (N=49)
8.3

91.7

2013 (N=42)
9.5

90.5

N=49 in 2014 because 2 departures have yet to name successor
Source: The Conference Board based on data from company
IR websites, 2018.

Table 11 lists the 2017 S&P 500 cases of joint election of incoming
CEOs as board chairmen.

Table 11

Joint elections as board chairman (2017)
Company name

Incoming CEO/
board chairman

Age

Announcement
date

Effective
date

American Express Co

Stephen Squeri

57

10/18/2017

2/1/2018

Bank Of New York Mellon Corp

Charles Scharf

52

7/17/2017

7/17/2017

Chevron Corp

Michael Wirth

56

9/28/2017

2/1/2018

Dowdupont Inc

Edward Breen

61

5/23/2016

8/31/2017

General Electric Co

John Flannery

55

6/12/2017

8/1/2017

Johnson Controls Intl Plc

George Oliver

57

8/21/2017

9/1/2017

Kellogg Co

Steven Cahillane

52

9/28/2017

10/2/2017

Mondelēz International Inc

Dirk Van dePut

56

8/2/2017

11/20/2017

Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database,
Audit Analytics database, company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other
public sources), 2018.
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When the Departing CEO Stays on Board
The most recent cases of turnover provide examples of departing CEOs who appear
to remain actively involved in the company after relinquishing the chief executive
role. In 2017, when the board of Ralph Lauren announced the appointment of Patrice
Louvet as CEO, departing founder and CEO Ralph Lauren agreed to serve as chief
creative officer and said that Mr. Louvet was “the right partner to work with me
to take us forward.”a
In 2017, Dish Network changed its organizational structure to enable departing
CEO Charlie Ergen to remain as chairman and “to devote more attention to the
company’s emerging wireless business.” Incoming CEO Erik Carlson would continue
to report to Mr. Ergen in his new role as CEO.b
In 2015, Kinder Morgan’s departing CEO Richard Kinder also stayed on as a board
chairman and used these words to explain his new role: “As for me, I’m not going
anywhere and will remain involved in all major company decisions, including
acquisitions and capital projects. As the largest shareholder of KMI, I remain very
enthusiastic about the future of the company. I have never sold a share of stock and
don’t intend to now. The Office of the Chairman will remain the same, consisting of
Steve [Kean], Chief Financial Officer Kim Dang, and me.”c
Similarly, in 2016, when the departure of Celegene’s longtime CEO Bob Hugin was
announced, the press release stated Hugin “will remain actively involved in key
business matters, continuing to direct the long-term future of the Company.”d
The issue is further discussed in Part II, where the rate of the adoption of corporate
policies on continued board retention of departing CEOs is reviewed (page 44).

42

a

“Ralph Lauren Corporation Names Patrice Louvet President and CEO,” Ralph Lauren press release,
May 17, 2017.

b

“DISH Names New CEO, Group Presidents, CHRO; Announces Organizational Framework,” DISH
Network press release, December 5, 2017.

c

“Kinder Morgan Increases Quarterly Dividend to $0.45 Per Share, up 10%,” Kinder Morgan press
release, January 21, 2015.

d

“Organizational Changes Strengthen Leadership Team and Position Celegene for Long-Term
Growth,” Celegene press release, January 11, 2016.
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Interim CEOs
Gradual transitions have become more common, and so has the option for the
appointment of interim CEOs. Chart 24 illustrates, for each of the last five years, the
percentage of CEO succession cases that resulted in an interim CEO appointment.
While in 2016 and 2015, approximately 10 percent of CEO succession events involved an
interim appointment, this rate increased to 18.5 percent in 2017. Table 12 lists all interim
CEOs appointed in 2017.
In these and other cases, the length of
service for interim CEOs ranged from
one month to eight months, with four
boards ultimately offering the permanent
position to the executive who had served
in the interim. Often characterized as
used only in situations of emergency,
the practice is increasingly being viewed
as fulfilling a variety of purposes: the
“Seat Warmer” role, where the interim
manages the company until the board
is able to identify a replacement; the
“Contender” role, in which the board
tests the interim as a viable permanent
CEO candidate; and the “Groomer” role,
in which the interim is helping to groom
the eventual permanent CEO.8 The
evolving role of the interim CEO position
is worth monitoring in the coming years.

Chart 24

Interim CEOs (2013–2017)
Number involving interim CEO (percent of total)
Total number of CEO succession cases

7
(16.7%)

6
(10.7)

4
(7.8)

6
(9.5)

10
(18.5)

42

51

56

63

54

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive
Compensation (ExecuComp) database, company IR websites, Bloomberg
Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.

Table 12 Interim CEOs (2017)
Age

Become
permanent CEO

Length of time as
interim (months)

David Hess

62

No

3

Company name

Interim CEO

Arconic Inc
Autodesk Inc

Andrew Anagnost

52

Yes

4

H&R Block Inc.

Thomas A. Gerke

61

No

2

Cerner Corp

Clifford W. Illig

67

No

7

CSX Corp

James M. Foote

63

Yes

0

Dentsply Sirona Inc

Mark A. Thierer

58

No

4

Equifax Inc

Paulino do Rego Barros

60

No

7

Patterson Companies Inc

James Wiltz

72

No

1

Tiffany & Co

Michael Kowalski

64

No

5

Zimmer Biomet Holdings Inc

Daniel Florin

53

Yes

5

Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database,
Audit Analytics database, company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other
public sources), 2018.

8

Christine Mooney, Matthew Semadeni, and Idalene Kesner, “Six Ways Companies Use Interim CEOs,”
Organizational Dynamics 41, 2012, pp. 13-22.
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Board Practices in CEO Succession Planning
This section uses data about board practices in CEO succession planning from a survey
of human resources executives, corporate secretaries, general counsel, and investor
relations officers of SEC-registered corporations conducted by The Conference Board
in 2016. Data is aggregated and analyzed by business sectors (manufacturing, financial
services, and nonfinancial services) and size groups (measured by annual revenue
and asset value). See “Using This Report,” on page 7, for more information about
the survey methodology.
While the description of succession planning seems relatively straightforward, the
successful execution of this process is often complicated by several factors:

• Succession planning often is not assigned to a standing board committee.
• Directors understandably prioritize compliance and deadline-driven duties
due to a constraint on available time.

• Internal candidates may not develop as planned or may depart the company.
• The chief executive may resign without notice, experience health issues, or
deliver unanticipated poor performance.
These issues, whether individually or in combination, can limit the development of a
succession plan or derail a well-developed plan entirely. The ultimate feasibility of any
succession plan will therefore depend on the effectiveness of the board in managing the
core process and responding to unforeseen events.
The board of directors conducts a periodic CEO performance review process to assess
the progress made in the pursuit of the company’s business strategy and to provide
the basis for future expectations. Succession planning and leadership development
are an integral part of the process; they are designed to ensure a smooth transition
to new leadership and to mitigate the uncertainties resulting from any sudden loss of
talent. Moreover, NYSE listing standards require boards to explicitly address in their
organization’s corporate governance guidelines the policies on the selection and
performance review of the CEO, including the procedure that the company intends to
follow in a turnover situation. For this reason, this section includes an analysis of survey
data on the board-level responsibility for CEO performance reviews and their frequency.
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Responsibility for CEO performance review
Chart 25 illustrates the delegation of primary responsibility to assess the performance of
the chief executive. With the exception of the financial services industry, the percentage
of companies that opt for a model in which the compensation committee is responsible
for reviewing CEO performance is significantly higher than the share of companies that
assign such responsibility to the full board. After being the prevalent model for many
years, for the first time the involvement of the full board of directors in the CEO performance evaluation process appears to have lost ground in favor of a model of oversight
by the compensation committee. The scrutiny on pay for performance and the increasing
specialization of the compensation committee in defining appropriate performance
targets for the C-suite are the most likely explanations for this finding. The most striking
figures are in the nonfiChart 25
nancial services industry,
Responsibility for CEO performance review (2017)
with 46.5 percent of
Full board of directors
Nominating/governance committee
Compensation committee
respondents choosing to
Board chairman/lead director
Other
assign CEO performance
evaluation responsibilities
BY INDUSTRY
to the compensation
Manufacturing (N=37)
committee, compared
32.4%
18.9%
10.8%
24.3%
13.5%
to the 18.6 percent that
maintain those responsiFinancial services (N=13)
bilities at the full-board
69.2
23.1
7.7
level. The manufacturing
Nonfinancial services (N=43)
group had the highest
18.6
7.0
46.5
23.3
4.7
percentage of respon0
100%
dents who indicated that
the process is overseen by
BY ANNUAL REVENUE (Manufacturing and Nonfinancial Services)
their nominating/gover$20 billion and over (N=9)
nance committee. Across
33.3%
11.1%
55.6%
industries, the percentage
$5 billion to 19.9 billion (N=22)
of companies delegating
18.2
4.5
36.4
27.3
13.6
the responsibility to the
$1 billion to 4.9 billion (N=33)
board chairman or lead
director ranges from
27.3
3.0
42.4
21.2
6.1
zero (in financial services)
Under $1 billion (N=16)
to 23.3 percent (in
6.3
31.3
31.3
25.0
6.3
nonfinancial services).
0

There is no clear correlation between the
delegation of responsibility for the CEO
performance review
process and company size.

100%

BY ASSET VALUE (Financial Services)
$10 billion and over (N=6)

66.7%

16.7%

16.7%

Under $10 billion (N=7)

71.4
0

28.6
100%

Note: Totals may not equal 100 percent due to rounding.
Source: The Conference Board, 2017.
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Frequency of CEO performance review
According to Chart 26, the CEO performance review process takes place annually for
almost all companies, irrespective of their industry or size groups. Across industries,
financial services companies report the highest percentage of performance reviews of
the CEO occurring more than once a year (7.7 percent). The years of the imperial CEO
are long gone, and previous editions of this report showed a declining percentage of
companies that did not have a systematic periodic review of CEO performance and would
conduct it only when circumstances were warranted. Confirming this finding, none of the
participating companies in the 2016 edition of The Conference Board survey reported
never having a periodic performance review system.

Chart 26

Frequency of CEO performance review (2017)
Once a year

More than once a year

Less than once a year

BY INDUSTRY
Manufacturing (N=37)

94.6%

5.4%

Financial services (N=13)

92.3
Nonfinancial services (N=43)

90.7
0

7.7
2.3
7.0
100%

BY ANNUAL REVENUE (Manufacturing and Nonfinancial Services)
$20 billion and over (N=9)

100%
$5 billion to 19.9 billion (N=22)

95.5

4.5

$1 billion to 4.9 billion (N=33)

93.9

6.1

Under $1 billion (N=16)

81.3
0

18.8
100%

BY ASSET VALUE (Financial Services)
$10 billion and over (N=6)

83.3%

16.7%

Under $10 billion (N=7)

100
0

100%

Note: Totals may not equal 100 percent due to rounding.
Source: The Conference Board, 2017.
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Responsibility for CEO succession planning
Chart 27 shows that only a very small fraction of companies across industries and size
groups assign CEO succession planning oversight responsibilities to a dedicated, standalone committee of the board. Instead, these functions are performed either by the
full board (47.2 percent of manufacturing companies, 38.5 percent of financial services
companies, and 61.4 percent of nonfinancial services companies) or through delegation
to a board committee. If the planning is delegated to a committee, a compensation
committee is most common in manufacturing (16.7 percent), while a nominating
or governance
Chart 27
committee is
Responsibility for CEO succession planning (2017)
most common
in nonfinancial
Full board of directors
CEO succession planning committee
Compensation committee
services (20.5 percent).
Nominating/corporate governance committee
Other
There is an inverse
correlation between
the assignment of
CEO succession
planning oversight
responsibilities to
the nominating/
governance
committee and
company size, with as
much as 28.6 percent
of companies valued
under US$10 billion
and 25 percent of
companies with
revenue under
US$1 billion choosing
this structure.
In the analysis
by revenue, the
highest percentage
of companies that
delegate succession
planning to the
compensation
committee is found
in the group with
US$20 billion and
more in annual
revenue (22.2 percent).

BY INDUSTRY
Manufacturing (N=36)

16.7%

47.2%

19.4%

16.7%

Financial services (N=13)

38.5

15.4

15.4

15.4

15.4

2.3

Nonfinancial services (N=44)

61.4

13.6

20.5

0

100%

BY ANNUAL REVENUE (Manufacturing and Nonfinancial Services)
$20 billion and over (N=9)

66.7%

22.2%

11.1%

$5 billion to 19.9 billion (N=22)

59.1

13.6

13.6

13.6

$1 billion to 4.9 billion (N=33)

48.5

3.0

12.1

24.2

12.1

Under $1 billion (N=16)

56.3

18.8

25.0

0

100%

BY ASSET VALUE (Financial Services)
$10 billion and over (N=6)

66.7%

16.7%

16.7%

Under $10 billion (N=7)

14.3

28.6

14.3

0

28.6

14.3
100%

Note: Totals may not equal 100 percent due to rounding.
Source: The Conference Board, 2017.
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Frequency of CEO succession plan review
Chart 28 illustrates data on the frequency of CEO succession plan review. Smaller
companies continue to lag behind in CEO succession planning, too often placing it on
board agendas only when an emergency arises. Across industries and in all but one size
group, at least half of the surveyed companies reported that their boards review the
CEO succession plan on an annual basis. Of corporate boards in the nonfinancial services
sector, 2.3 percent review the plan less frequently than once a year. The manufacturing sector shows the lowest percentage of cases in which the review is conducted
more frequently
Chart 28
than annually (21.6
Frequency of CEO succession plan review (2017)
percent, compared
to 30.8 percent in
Annually
More frequently than annually
Less frequently than annually
financial services and
Only when a change in circumstances requires it
27.3 in nonfinancial
(e.g., in event of retirement,sudden death or illness, or other emergencies)
services) and the
highest percentage
BY INDUSTRY
of cases in which
Manufacturing (N=37)
the plan is reviewed
21.6%
24.3%
54.1%
only when circumFinancial services (N=13)
stances warrant (24.3
61.5
30.8
7.7
percent, compared
to only 7.7 percent
2.3
Nonfinancial services (N=44)
in financial services
61.4
27.3
9.1
and 9.1 percent in
0
100%
nonfinancial services).
Only 37.5 percent
of companies with
revenues under US$1
billion are methodical
in their review of
the succession plan
and do it at least
annually. In fact, this
low revenue group
also has the highest
share of respondents
(also at 37.5 percent)
who reported that the
CEO succession plan
is reviewed only when
a change in circumstances warrants
it (e.g., in event of
retirement, sudden
death or illness,
or other emergencies).
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BY ANNUAL REVENUE (Manufacturing and Nonfinancial Services)
$20 billion and over (N=10)

50.0%

40.0%

10.0%

$5 billion to 19.9 billion (N=22)

72.7

22.7

4.5

$1 billion to 4.9 billion (N=33)

60.6

21.2

18.2

Under $1 billion (N=16)

37.5

18.8

37.5

0

100%

BY ASSET VALUE (Financial Services)
$10 billion and over (N=6)

50.0%

50.0%

Under $10 billion (N=7)

71.4

14.3

14.3

0

100%

Note: Totals may not equal 100 percent due to rounding.
Source: The Conference Board, 2017.
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Board retention of departing CEO
As part of their succession planning process, companies may also have a policy stating
whether the retiring CEO should continue to serve as a member of the board and
remain involved in the business leadership for a limited time following the appointment
of the new CEO. While common in the past, this practice has become less prevalent,
as companies moved toward a board composition model based on principles of
independence and expertise diversification. Continued involvement by the retired CEO
also poses the risk of undermining the new leadership since the new CEO could be
constrained by an overzealous predecessor.

50

As shown in Chart 29, across industries and
in half of the company-size groups, a large
majority of companies indicated that they do
not have a formal policy for continued board
tenure of the departing CEO, with the largest
percentage found in nonfinancial services
(85.7 percent) and among organizations with
annual revenue not exceeding US$1 billion
(100 percent). In manufacturing, 32.4 percent
have a requirement for the departing CEO
to also resign from the board (the highest
percentage found in the industry comparison,
and much higher than the 7.7 percent
reported by financial services firms or the 9.5
percent of nonfinancial services companies),
whereas only 5.4 percent explicitly permit
continued board tenure.

Chart 29

Chart 29 also illustrates a correlation between
a policy explicitly preventing the retention
of the departing CEO on the board and size
of the company, when measured in terms of
annual revenue. Fifty percent of companies
with annual revenue of US$20 billion or greater
formally require that the CEO leave the board
as part of his or her succession plan. This
finding compares with the mere 9.1 percent of
companies with annual revenue between US$1
billion and US$4.9 billion and zero percent for
companies generating revenue of less than
US$1 billion per year. In financial services
companies, when present, the policy explicitly
permits board retention: this is the case for 28.6
percent of companies with assets valued at less
than US$10 billion, compared to 16.7 percent
of the respondents in the largest asset value
group (US$10 billion and over).

Under $1 billion (N=16)
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Policy on board retention of departing CEO (2017)
The policy permits
continued board
tenure

The policy requires the
departing CEO to resign
from the board

No policy
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9.1

78.8
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40.9
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50.0
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28.6%

14.3%

57.1%

$10 billion and over (N=6)
16.7

83.3

Note: Totals may not equal 100 percent due to rounding.
Source: The Conference Board, 2017.
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Mandatory CEO retirement policy and age limits
As shown in Chart 30, mandatory retirement policies based on age remain a marginally
used element of CEO succession plans. Only 18.9 percent of manufacturing companies
and 7 percent of nonfinancial services companies adopt an age-based mandatory
retirement policy for CEOs, while the share is somewhat larger in the financial services
sector (23.1 percent). The analysis by size shows that such a policy is more frequent
among the largest manufacturing and nonfinancial companies: those with annual revenue
of US$20 billion or greater report the highest rate of adoption (22.2 percent), while those
with annual revenue under US$1 billion report the lowest (6.3 percent).
Chart 30

Mandatory CEO retirement policy (2017)
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Source: The Conference Board, 2017.
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CEO age limit Of the companies adopting a mandatory CEO retirement policy
based on age, the limit after which the CEO is expected to retire is almost always
65 years of age (Chart 31).
Chart 31

CEO age limit (2017)
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66 yearsof-age

Other

BY INDUSTRY
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Note: Totals may not equal 100 percent due to rounding.
Source: The Conference Board, 2017.
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Succession planning disclosure
Succession planning works best when it is conducted transparently within the
organization and communicated openly to outside stakeholders. Transparency can be
achieved by establishing proper communication channels throughout the organization
and by including critical information on the role of the board, as well as the main program
features, in disclosure documents filed annually with the US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC). Transparency does not extend to the disclosure of sensitive data or
other proprietary information that could undermine the company’s competitive position
(for example, the names of prospective CEO candidates typically would not be disclosed).
Based on the industry analysis illustrated in Chart 32, 53.8 percent of companies in the
financial services sector include in their annual disclosure to shareholders information
on succession planning. In particular, disclosure has become a predominant practice
among the largest financial companies, and 83.3 percent of those with assets valued
at US$10 billion and over regularly include this type of information in reports to
shareholders. Numbers are much lower in manufacturing and nonfinancial services
(22.2 percent and 28.6 percent, respectively). The Dodd-Frank Act requires a separate
risk committee composed of independent directors for publicly traded bank holding
companies with US$10 billion or more in assets and for publicly traded nonbank financial
companies supervised by the Federal Reserve. These legislative developments and
the voluntary efforts by
many of these institutions
Chart 32
to strengthen their risk
CEO succession planning disclosure (2017)
management process after
the 2008 credit crunch help
BY INDUSTRY
explain these disparities in
disclosure practices.
Manufacturing (N=36)
22.2%
The analysis also shows
that there is some degree
of correlation between
disclosure practices and
company size by annual
revenue, with larger
companies being far more
prone to include this type of
information in their annual
report: 36.4 percent of
companies with revenue
between US$5 billion and
US$19.9 billion, compared
to 6.3 percent in the
smallest revenue group
(under US$1 billion).
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C-Suite Leadership Development Practices
This section focuses on the features of internal programs designed to identify and groom
C-suite leaders (or executives who report directly to the CEO) with the attributes to
aspire to the chief executive role. Top leadership development is an integral component
of CEO succession planning, and the findings discussed in these pages shed some light
on key practices adopted by SEC-registered corporations to ensure that the organization
can rely on one or more CEO-ready senior executives. Like the section on board oversight
practices, this section of the report also draws on the results from the 2016 survey
conducted by The Conference Board.
Data is aggregated and analyzed by business sectors (manufacturing, financial services, and
nonfinancial services) and size groups (measured by annual revenue and asset value). See
“Using This Report,” on page 7, for more information about the survey methodology.

Maintenance of lists of CEO-ready executives
It has become quite common for corporate boards to maintain and regularly update lists
of senior executives who are considered ready for a possible succession to the CEO role.
Chart 33 shows that more than three-quarters of survey participants across industries
have adopted this practice, with a direct correlation between the practice and the annual
revenue of the organization. While all larger manufacturing and nonfinancial companies
with US$20 billion and over in annual revenue reported maintaining CEO-ready lists, the
percentage dropped to 56.3 for companies with annual revenue under US$1 billion. All
financial companies that participated in the study have a CEO-ready list.
Chart 33

Maintenance of lists of CEO-ready executives (2017)
BY INDUSTRY
Manufacturing (N=37)
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Source: The Conference Board, 2017.
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Adoption of leadership development program
Public companies appreciate the importance of a cohesive program meant to identify
and develop leadership at all levels, and such a program is in place in a large majority
of surveyed organizations (Chart 34). All survey participants in the financial services
industry reported having a leadership development program. In most of the cases
where a program has been adopted, it extends to members of the C-suite and is
designed to prepare them or some of them to perform as chief executives. The highest
percentage of firms without a leadership development program (43.8 percent) is
found in the smallest group of manufacturing and nonfinancial companies (under
US$1 billion in annual revenue).
Chart 34

Adoption of leadership development program (2017)
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members of the C-suite

The program does not include
members of the C-suite

No program
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Features of leadership development program
Chart 35 illustrates the main features of leadership development programs.
Literature on CEO succession planning praises the benefits of CEO “auditioning”
practices, where an outside candidate is not placed directly into the CEO slot but is
first trained and tested by the board through temporary tasks and assignments of the
type that a top business leader would be expected to execute. Among companies that
rely on a leadership development program and participated in The Conference Board
survey, slightly less than half of manufacturing and financial services companies include
auditioning periods in the program. Instead, a higher percentage opts for individual
special projects or stretch assignments without the restraints of a predefined auditioning
time period. When the findings are reviewed by annual revenue, larger companies are
much more likely to use a CEO auditioning approach than smaller ones: 60 percent of
companies with annual revenue over US$20 billion audition CEO candidates, compared to
only 18.8 percent of those with revenue under US$1 billion per year.
Unlike CEO auditioning, CEO apprenticeship is the period of time preceding the official
succession announcement in which a CEO candidate works closely with the CEO on a
number of strategic and highly visible tasks. It is used for the purpose of vetting the
candidate’s leadership skills and offering new opportunities for exposure within and
outside of the organization. The case study section (Part III) of this report discusses
two recent examples of CEO apprenticeship, including the one of Dennis Muilenburg
at Boeing, who closely shared oversight of daily global operations with the departing
CEO for a period of 18 months. As shown in Chart 35, apprenticeship programs
are marginally used, with the highest rate of adoption (23.1 percent) found in the
financial services industry.
Chart 35 also illustrates other prevalent features of C-suite leadership development programs, including the use of leadership coaches from outside providers,
the mentoring of senior executives by board members, and the attendance of
executive education courses.
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Chart 35

Features of leadership development program (2017)
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Executive preparedness assessment
Chart 36 reviews activities conducted by board members and CEOs to gauge the
preparedness of senior members of the management team for the chief executive role.
As expected, the examination and discussion of information resulting from recent performance reviews was the most cited of such activities: nearly three-quarters of companies
across industries and 90.0 percent of companies with annual revenue exceeding US$20
billion rely on performance review data. The chart also illustrates a direct correlation
between other assessment activities, such as the engagement of third parties to conduct
behavioral interviews and the size of the company: larger organizations are more likely
to use behavioral interviews by third parties (60 percent) and smaller ones are less
likely (12.5 percent).
Chart 36

Executive preparedness assessment (2017)
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Reporting to board of C-suite executive performance reviews
As shown in Chart 37, the majority of companies across industries have a protocol
for reporting C-suite executive performance assessment results to members of
the board of directors.
Chart 37

Reporting to board of C-suite executive performance reviews (2017)
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Directors’ professional knowledge of C-suite executives
Chart 38 confirms that in most cases, across industries and company-size groups (by
revenue and by asset value), members of the board of directors have had professional
opportunities to become acquainted with executives in the C-suite of the corporation.
Chart 38
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Request for C-suite executives’ attendance at board meetings
More than 90 percent of companies and all of the surveyed companies in the financial
services industries reported their board requested the attendance of C-suite executives
at their meetings more than three times in the past year (Chart 39). Only 2.7 percent of
boards of manufacturing companies never made such request in the past year, while about
1 in 10 of the companies with revenue exceeding US$20 billion requested it once in
the same time period.
Similarly, Chart 40 illustrates the percentage of companies requesting attendance of C-suite
executives at board committee meetings in the past year.
Chart 39

Chart 40
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Interaction between nonemployee directors and C-suite executives
Charts 41 and 42 review the
frequency and types of interactions between nonemployee
directors and C-suite executives
in the absence of the CEO. In
the majority of all industries and
in all but one of the companysize groups, such interactions are
not periodically scheduled but
prompted by warranting circumstances. In about a quarter of cases
across industries, in 40.0 percent
of the largest manufacturing and
nonfinancial services companies,
and in 30.8 percent of financial
services companies, nonexecutive
directors and senior executives
interact at least quarterly with one
another without the presence of
the CEO (Chart 41). As shown in
Chart 42, more manufacturing and
nonfinancial services companies
have nonexecutive directors make
visits to regional offices or plants
of the organization than other
interactions. Nonfinancial services
companies display the highest
percentage of cases where one
or more nonexecutive directors
assume a mentoring role in support
of individual senior executives;
such mentoring programs are more
frequent in smaller organizations
(43.8 percent of manufacturing and
nonfinancial services companies
with annual revenue under US$1
billion and 28.6 percent of financial
companies with assets valued at
US$10 billion or less).
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Chart 41
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Chart 42
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Communication Practices in CEO Succession
This section draws on a detailed analysis of CEO succession announcements that
companies in the S&P 500 made to the press in 2017 (Table 13, page 65). This analysis is
offered as guidance in the development of an external communication plan—a fundamental aspect of the CEO succession planning process, especially given the increased
shareholder scrutiny of the company’s preparedness for leadership transition events.
Based on the review, the typical succession announcement of a CEO presents
the following elements:

• Details on when the succession will become effective, a general statement of
why the departing CEO is leaving office, what his or her role will be with the
company after departure (if any), and whether the incoming CEO will be named
board chairman;

• The lead independent director states that the incoming CEO is the right choice
for the firm, given the firm’s current position, and thanks the departing CEO for
his or her service;

• A statement from the departing CEO on his or her belief that the board has
selected a qualified incoming CEO as a replacement;

• The incoming CEO expresses his or her appreciation that the board has selected
him or her as chief executive, states that the company’s existing management
team is strong, and indicates that the company is well-positioned for the future;

• A description of the incoming CEO’s professional qualifications, as required by
SEC regulation;

• Details on other changes in directors or senior management that will take place
as a result of the CEO succession, if necessary; and

• Approximately 20 percent of companies include details regarding any conference
call or webcast dedicated to discussing the transition with market participants.
While the typical CEO succession announcement contains these components, there is
variation in the length of such announcements. For example, succession announcements
are approximately 10 percent longer when the CEO appointment is an internal candidate
compared to an external candidate and are 10 percent longer when they mention that
the incoming CEO was identified as part of the succession planning process.
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Table 13 (continued)

CEO succession cases used for press release analysis (2017)
Company name

Sector

New CEO

Age Interim CEO

Announcement date

Effective
date

Placement

American Express
Co

Finance,
Insurance

Stephen Squeri

57

10/18/2017

2/1/2018

Internal

American
International
Group

Finance,
Insurance

Brian
Duperreault

70

5/15/2017

5/14/2017

External
(Former
Executive)

Anthem Inc

Finance,
Insurance

Gail Boudreaux

57

11/6/2017

11/20/2017

Arconic Inc

Manufacturing

Charles "Chip"
Blankenship

51

David
Hess

10/23/2017

Andrew
Anagnost,
Amar
Hanspal

Former CEO

Age

Reason
for change

Kenneth
Chenault

66

Former CEO
retired

Peter Hancock

58

Former CEO
resigned

External

Joseph
Swedish

66

Former CEO
retired

1/15/2018

External

Klaus
Kleinfeld

60

Former CEO
resigned

2/7/2017

6/19/2017

Internal

Carl Bass

60

Former CEO
resigned

Autodesk Inc

Services

Andrew
Anagnost

52

Baker-Hughes

Extraction

Lorenzo
Simonelli

44

6/5/2017

7/3/2017

Internal

Martin
Craighead

57

Merger and
acquisition
activity

Bank Of New York
Mellon Corp

Finance,
Insurance

Charles Scharf

52

7/17/2017

7/17/2017

External

Gerald Hassell

65

Former CEO
retired

H&R Block Inc.

Services

Jeffrey J. Jones
II

49

8/22/2017

10/9/2017

External

William C.
(Bill) Cobb

60

Former CEO
retired

Cardinal Health
Inc

Wholesale, Retail

Michael
Kaufmann

54

11/6/2017

1/1/2018

Internal

George
Barrett

62

Former CEO
retired

Brent Shafer

66

7/1/2017

2/1/2018

External

Neal
Patterson

67

Former CEO
health-related
issues

Michael Wirth

56

9/28/2017

2/1/2018

Internal

John Watson

61

Former CEO
retired

Brian Niccol

43

11/29/2017

3/5/2018

External

Steve Ells

52

Former CEO
stepped down

David J.
Henshall

49

7/10/2017

7/10/2017

Internal

Kirill Tatarinov

52

Former CEO
resigned

3/6/2017

3/6/2017

External

Michael Ward

66

Former CEO
resigned

Cerner Corp

Chevron Corp

Services

Consumer
products

Chipotle Mexican
Grill Inc

Wholesale, Retail

Citrix Systems Inc

Services

Thomas A.
Gerke

Clifford W.
Illig

CSX Corp

Transportation,
Communications

Hunter Harrison

72

CSX Corp

Transportation,
Communications

James M. Foote

63

James M.
Foote

12/16/2017

12/22/2017

External

Hunter
Harrison

72

Former CEO
health-related
issues

Donald Casey

57

Mark A.
Thierer

10/2/2017

2/12/2018

External

Jeffrey T.
Slovin

53

Former CEO
resigned

Dentsply Sirona
Inc

Manufacturing

Dish Network
Corp

Transportation,
Communications

W. Erik Carlson

47

12/5/2017

12/5/2017

Internal

Charles Ergen

64

Former CEO
retired

Dollar Tree Inc

Wholesale, Retail

Gary Philbin

60

9/18/2017

9/18/2017

Internal

Bab Sasser

65

Former CEO
stepped down

Continued on next page…
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Table 13 (continued)

CEO succession cases used for press release analysis (2017)
Announcement date

Effective
date

Placement

61

5/23/2016

8/31/2017

Internal

Andrew
Liveris

62

Merger and
acquisition
activity

51

3/1/2017

3/1/2017

Internal

David Porges

58

Former CEO
retired

9/26/2017

3/28/2018

External

Richard Smith

57

Former CEO
stepped down

44

8/30/2017

8/30/2017

Internal

Dara
Khostroshahi

47

Former CEO
retired

Francois LocohDonou

46

1/30/2017

4/3/2017

External

John
McAdam

66

Former CEO
retired

Manufacturing

James (Jim)
Cannon

46

5/23/2017

6/19/2017

External

Andrew Teich

56

Former CEO
retired

Flowserve Corp

Manufacturing

R. Scott Rowe

46

2/8/2017

4/1/2017

External

Mark Binn

55

Former CEO
retired

Ford Motor Co

Manufacturing

James (Jim)
Hackett

62

5/22/2017

5/22/2017

Internal

Mark Fields

56

Former CEO
resigned

General Electric
Co

Manufacturing

John Flannery

55

6/12/2017

8/1/2017

Internal

Jeffrey Immelt

61

Former CEO
retired

General Mills Inc

Consumer
products

Jeffrey
Harmening

50

5/3/2017

6/1/2017

Internal

Kendall (Ken)
Powell

63

Former CEO
retired

Halliburton Co

Extraction

Jeffrey (Jeff)
Miller

53

5/17/2017

6/1/2017

Internal

David (Dave)
Lesar

63

Former CEO
retired

Hewlett Packard
Enterprise

Services

Antonio Neri

50

11/21/2017

2/1/2018

Internal

Meg Whitman

61

Former CEO
retired

Johnson Controls
Intl Plc

Manufacturing

George Oliver

57

8/21/2017

9/1/2017

Internal

Alex
Molinaroli

58

Former CEO
retired

Steven
Cahillane

52

9/28/2017

10/2/2017

External

John Bryant

52

Former CEO
retired

Company name

Sector

New CEO

DowDuPont Inc.

Consumer
products

Edward Breen

EQT Corp

Transportation,
Communications

Steve
Schlotterbeck

Equifax Inc

Services

Mark Begor

Expedia Group
Inc

Transportation,
Communications

Mark D.
Okerstrom

F5 Networks Inc

Services

Flir Systems Inc

Age Interim CEO

Paulino
do Rego
Barros

Former CEO

Age

Reason
for change

Kellogg Co

Consumer
products

Kohl’s Corp

Wholesale, Retail

Michelle Gass

49

9/26/2017

5/1/2018

Internal

Kevin Mansell

64

Former CEO
retired

LKQ Corp

Wholesale, Retail

Dominick
Zarcone

59

3/9/2017

5/31/2017

Internal

Robert
Wegman

52

Former CEO
health-related
issues

Finance,
Insurance

Rene Jones

53

12/20/2017

12/20/2017

Internal

Robert
Wilmers

83

Former CEO
health-related
issues

Wholesale, Retail

Jeffrey (Jeff)
Gennette

55

3/23/2017

3/23/2017

Internal

Terry
Lundgren

64

Former CEO
retired

M & T Bank Corp

Macy’s Inc

Continued on next page…
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Table 13 (continued)

CEO succession cases used for press release analysis (2017)
Company name

Announcement date

Effective
date

Placement

Former CEO

Age

53

1/17/2017

2/8/2017

External

Christopher
Sinclair

66

Former CEO
retired

Sanjay
Mehrotra

58

5/8/2017

5/8/2017

External

D. Mark
Durcan

56

Former CEO
retired

Consumer
products

Dirk Van dePut

56

8/2/2017

11/20/2017

External

Irene
Rosenfeld

64

Former CEO
retired

Wholesale, Retail

Mark Walchirk

51

10/24/2017

11/20/2017

External

Scott
Anderson

51

Former CEO
resigned

Manufacturing

John Stauch

53

5/9/2017

4/1/2018

Internal

Randall
Hogan

62

Former CEO
stepped down

Consumer
products

Uwe Rohroff

54

6/5/2017

1/15/2018

External

John
Hedrickson

54

Former CEO
retired

Geisha Williams

55

11/14/2016

3/1/2017

Internal

Anthony
(Tony) Early

67

Former CEO
retired

Patrice Jean
Louvet

52

7/17/2017

7/17/2017

External

Stefan
Larsson

42

Former CEO
resigned

Sector

New CEO

Mattel Inc

Manufacturing

Margaret
Georgiadis

Micron
Technology Inc

Manufacturing

Mondelēz
International Inc
Patterson
Companies Inc
Pentair Plc

Perrigo Co Plc

PG&E Corp

Ralph Lauren
Corp

Transportation,
Communications
Consumer
products

Age Interim CEO

James
Wiltz

Reason
for change

Seagate
Technology Plc

Manufacturing

William Mosley

50

7/25/2017

10/1/2017

Internal

Stephen
Luczo

60

Former CEO
retired

Sealed Air Corp

Consumer
products

Edward Doheny
II

55

9/7/2017

1/1/2018

External

Jerome
Peribere

62

Former CEO
retired

Signet Jewelers
Ltd

Wholesale, Retail

Virginia Drosos

54

7/17/2017

8/1/2017

External
(Director)

Mark Light

55

Former CEO
stepped down

Sysco Corp

Wholesale, Retail

Tom Bene

55

7/17/2017

1/1/2018

Internal

Bill Delaney

62

Former CEO
retired

Tiffany & Co

Wholesale, Retail

Alessandro
Bogliolo

52

2/5/2017

7/13/2017

External

Frederic
Cumenal

56

Former CEO
resigned

U S Bancorp

Finance,
Insurance

Andrew Cecere

56

1/17/2017

4/18/2017

Internal

Richard Davis

59

Former CEO
retired

Unitedhealth
Group Inc

Finance,
Insurance

David
Wichmann

54

8/16/2017

9/1/2017

Internal

Stephen
Hemsley

65

Former CEO
retired

Manufacturing

Marc Bitzer

52

6/20/2017

10/1/2017

Internal

Jeffrey Fettig

60

Former CEO
retired

Jeffrey
Jacobsen

57

6/23/2016

1/1/2017

Internal

Ursula Burns

58

Former CEO
retired

Daniel Florin

53

7/11/2017

12/19/2017

External

David Dvorak

53

Former CEO
retired

Whirlpool Corp

Xerox Corp

Zimmer Biomet
Holdings Inc

Services

Manufacturing

Michael
Kowalski

Daniel
Florin

Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database, company
IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.
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Responsibility for succession announcement
Chart 43 shows that the executive chairman of the board was the director who most
frequently introduced the incoming CEO to the company’s stakeholders (47.9 percent of
the succession cases in 2017). In 2017, the independent chairman or lead independent
director was the director who announced 41.0 percent of CEO successions, up from
36.5 percent in 2016. The remaining 11.1 percent of cases in 2017 simply stated that
the board had appointed the new CEO, without specific introduction from the board or
departing CEO, down from 2016 (15.9 percent).
Chart 43

Responsibility for succession announcement
(2013–2017)
Executive chairman
of the board

Independent chairman/
lead director

None

2017 (N=54)
47.9%

41.0%

11.1%

2016 (N=63)
47.6

36.5

15.9

42.9

12.5

2015 (N=56)
44.6
2014 (N=49)
42.9

51.0

6.1

2013 (N=42)
28.6

31.0

40.5

Note: Totals may not equal 100 percent due to rounding.
N=49 in 2014 because 2 firms have yet to name successor.
Source: The Conference Board based on data from company
IR websites, 2018.
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Timing of CEO succession announcement
Chart 44 illustrates the concentration of CEO succession announcements by month in
2017. The largest percentages are seen in May, June, and July (eight announcements,
or 14.3 percent of the total in May; six announcements, or 10.7 percent of the total in
June; eight announcements, or 12.5 percent of the total in July) or at the end of the year
(10 announcements, or 15.2 percent). This pattern is somewhat different than in 2016,
in which succession announcements appear clustered around the beginning and ending
of the calendar year (January and December) and around the typical timing of annual
shareholder meetings (April and May).
Chart 44

Timing of succession announcement (2015-2017)
Number of CEO successions announced:

Percentage of total CEO succession events:
2017

2016

2015

2017

15.2

16

14.3

13.6

12.5

12.5
10.7

8.9

8.9

8.9

8.9
7.1

8
5.4

4.5

5.4

4

5.4

6.1
4.5

3.6

1.5

January

February

March

6.1

8.9 9.1

7.6

7.1
5.4

5.4

5.4

3.6
1.5

0.0
0

15.2

10.7

10.6%
8.9%

2015

16.1

12.5%
12

2016

April

May

June

July

August

September October November December

Source: The Conference Board (based on raw data from Compustat Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database,
company IR websites, Bloomberg Executive Profile and Biography, Equilar Atlas, and other public sources), 2018.
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Succession effective date
Chart 45 reports that 75.9 percent of companies provide stakeholders with advance
notice of a CEO succession, which is down slightly from 2016. Among these companies,
the average lead time before the succession event becomes effective is 100 days, up
markedly from the lead times recorded for 2016, 2015, and 2014 of approximately 80 days
(not detailed in the figures). The remaining 24.1 percent of companies did not provide
stakeholders with advance notice, continuing the trend since 2013 of fewer companies
announcing successions that are effective immediately. The increasing focus by shareholders and regulators on the succession planning duties of company boards could
motivate more boards to announce planned successions earlier.
Perrigo Company PLC is an example of a company that provided stakeholders with nearly
eight months’ notice about a pending CEO succession. On June 5, 2017, Perrigo’s board
announced that current CEO John Hendrickson had informed the board of his retirement
plans. The board indicated that “[a] search committee of the Board of Directors has been
created and will begin conducting a thorough process to identify Mr. Hendrickson’s
replacement.”9 The board announced on January 8, 2018, that Uwe Röhrhoff had been
selected as the new CEO.10
Should a board wait to announce a
CEO succession? Such a delay could
be justified if the board is undertaking
an external search for a replacement
CEO, which could make it more difficult
to identify the CEO-in-waiting several
months in advance. Another potential
reason for a delayed announcement
could be that the board is addressing
an unexpected CEO departure or the
dismissal of a poorly performing CEO.
A background analysis of press releases
(not detailed in the figures) shows that
46.1 percent of CEO successions that
were effective immediately involved a
CEO who resigned or stepped down
from the position. In contrast, only
20.1 percent of successions that provided
advance notice involved a CEO who
resigned or stepped down.

9

Chart 45

Succession effective date (2013–2017)
Effective immediately

In the future

2017 (N=54)
24.1%

75.9%

2016 (N=63)
22.2

77.8

2015 (N=56)
31.1

68.9

2014 (N=51)
25.5

74.5

2013 (N=42)
31.0

69.0

Source: The Conference Board based on data from company IR websites,
2018.

“Perrigo Announces Forthcoming Retirement of CEO John Hendrickson,” Perrigo press release, June 5, 2017.

10 “Perrigo Appoints Uwe Rohrholl as President & Chief Executive Officer,” Perrigo press release, January 8, 2018.
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Stated reason for departure
Chart 46 illustrates the stated reasons for the CEO’s departure. Some 61.1 percent of the
succession announcements among S&P 500 companies in 2017 linked the departure of
the CEO to “retirement.” This represents a significant increase from the 38.1 percent rate
in 2016 and is approaching the 66.7 percent rate in 2013.
In 2017, 27.8 percent of the S&P 500 succession announcements linked the departure of
the CEO to resignation or “stepping down.” This is a reversal of the upward trend from
2013-2016 and is a marked decrease from the 2016 rate of 60.3 percent.
Press releases often do not explicitly state that a CEO was forced from his or her
position. However, the board of Dentsply Sirona made it clear to investors that its
departing CEO was ousted. When the board appointed Mark Thierer as interim
CEO, the company stated:
The Company also announced that as part of its leadership changes,
the Board has accepted resignations from Bret W. Wise, Executive
Chairman; Jeffrey T. Slovin, Chief Executive Officer and Director;
and Christopher T. Clark, President and Chief Operating Officer. The
Company noted that its leadership changes and resignations of Mssrs. Wise,
Slovin and Clark were not related to any issues or disagreements regarding
the Company’s financial disclosures, accounting policies and practices.
Chart 46

Stated reason for departure (2013–2017)
Retirement

Resignation/
stepped down

Health
concerns

Other

2017 (N=54)
61.1%

27.8%

7.4% 3.7%

2016 (N=63)
38.1

60.3

1.6

2015 (N=56)
50.0

37.5

12.5

2014 (N=52)
56.9

37.3

3.9 2.0

2013 (N=42)
66.7

23.8

2.4 7.1

Source: The Conference Board based on data from company IR websites,
2018.
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Stated role of the board in CEO succession planning
Formalized documentation of a succession planning process has become a central topic
of boardroom discussion. This formalization is a result of increased shareholder pressure
and the decision by the SEC to change its guidance on the excludability of investor
resolutions requesting more information on CEO succession plans. Boards have been
defining the delegation of oversight responsibilities in succession planning more clearly
(in some cases, assigning the process to either the compensation or nominating/governance committee), setting the time frame for a periodic plan review, and, in some cases,
endorsing related policies, such as CEO auditioning, board retention of the retiring CEO,
or the direct access by board members to senior management without CEO approval.
Given the increasing degree of formalization, the 2017 succession announcements
were reviewed for specific references to
succession planning. Chart 47 shows that
50.0 percent of succession announcements
stated that the incoming CEO was identified
through the succession planning process
adopted by the board of directors. This is the
highest rate documented by The Conference
Board and notably higher than the rate of
11.9 percent in 2013.
One potential reason for the higher rate in
2017 than in previous years is the notable
increase in the number of external CEO
appointments that refer to being part of the
succession planning process. In 2017, this
rate was 50 percent compared to almost
no instances in 2016. For instance, when
Mondelēz International named outsider Dirk
Van de Put as its next CEO, the board stated:

Chart 47

Stated role of the board in succession planning
(2013–2017)
The announcement refers
to the role of the board

The announcement does not
refer to the role of the board

2017 (N=54)
50.0%

50.0%

2016 (N=63)
41.3

58.7

2015 (N=56)
32.0

68.0

2014 (N=49)
38.8

61.2

2013 (N=42)
11.9

88.1

N=49 in 2014 because 2 firms have yet to name successor.
Source: The Conference Board based on data from company IR websites,
2018.

Our thorough, multi-year succession process has identified Dirk as the
right leader with a distinct combination of skills and industry experience
necessary to succeed as our next CEO. Our process was global in nature
and thoroughly considered numerous highly talented internal and external
candidates before making our final decision.
When a successor has not yet been named, some companies’ announcements refer to a
board-led process as their method of identifying the next CEO in the outside market. For
example, when the board of Chipotle Mexican Grill announced its CEO search, the company
issued a press release that described the board’s next steps: “The Board has formed a
search committee comprised of Directors Robin Hickenlooper and Ali Namvar, as well as
Ells, to identify a new leader with demonstrated turnaround expertise to help address the
challenges facing the company, improve execution, build customer trust, and drive sales.”11

11
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Examples of References to Succession Planning in 2017 Press Releases
American Express Robert D. Walter, Lead Director of American Express’ Board of
Directors, stated, “We’ve had a very thorough succession process underway for five-plus
years that involved every member of the board and we are unanimous in our decision that
Steve’s [Steve Squeri, incoming CEO] the best person to build on the progress under way
at American Express,” added Mr. Walter.a
Cardinal Health Lead Director Gregory Kenny stated, “A critical responsibility of our
board of directors is thoughtful succession planning. We have worked closely with
George [Barrett, departing CEO] throughout his tenure on this important process and,
under his stewardship, Cardinal Health has developed a strong leadership bench.”b
General Mills R. Kerry Clark, Independent Lead Director of the General Mills Board,
stated, “A key responsibility of a board is leading a thoughtful, robust succession
planning process.’”c
Mondelēz International Mark Ketchum, Lead Independent Director of Mondelēz
International, stated, “Our thorough, multi-year succession process has identified Dirk
[Van de Put, incoming CEO] as the right leader with a distinct combination of skills and
industry experience necessary to succeed as our next CEO. Our process was global in
nature and thoroughly considered numerous highly talented internal and external candidates before making our final decision.”d
UnitedHealth Group Richard Burke, Lead Independent Director of UnitedHealth Group,
stated, “Stability, growth and innovation have been hallmarks of this company over
its history. Today’s action is the culmination of almost four years of discussion, careful
planning, leadership development and execution. Dave Wichmann [incoming CEO]
was one of Steve Hemsley’s [departing CEO] first hires at our company and has been
preparing for the CEO role for many years.”e
Zimmer Biomet Larry C. Glasscock, Chairman of the Zimmer Biomet Board of Directors,
stated, “On behalf of the Board, I am thrilled to welcome Bryan [Hanson, incoming CEO]
to the Zimmer Biomet team. The Board of Directors, with the assistance of a leading
executive search firm, carefully identified, evaluated and interviewed a number of highlyqualified candidates and concluded that Bryan is the best fit to lead the Company.”f

a

“American Express Announces Stephen J. Squeri to Succeed Kenneth I. Chenault as Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer,” American Express press release, October 18, 2017.

b

“Cardinal Health Outlines Leadership Succession Plan,” Cardinal Health press release, November 6, 2017.

c

“Jeff Harmening Named Chief Executive Officer of General Mills,” General Mills press release, May 3, 2017.

d

“Dirk Van de Put to Become CEO of Mondelēz International as Long-time CEO Irene Rosenfeld Retires,”
Mondelēz International press release, August 2, 107.

e

“UnitedHealth Group Announces New Leadership Roles,” UnitedHealth Group press release,
August 16, 2017.

f

“Zimmer Biomet Announces Appointment of Bryan C. Hanson as President and Chief Executive Officer,”
Zimmer Biomet press release, December 19, 2017.
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Director and management changes in conjunction with CEO succession
One potentially overlooked aspect of the CEO succession planning process is that its
culmination is frequently associated with other important changes in the board and senior
management. Chart 48 reports that 90.7 percent of succession announcements in 2017
were accompanied by such changes. This rate is notably higher than the rates of 63.5
percent in 2016, 56.0 percent in 2015, 34.7 percent in 2014, and 23.8 percent in 2013.
To illustrate such joint changes, the board of Autodesk announced, “Amar Hanspal,
senior vice president, chief product officer and interim co-CEO, has decided to
leave the company.”12
In general, outside CEO appointments are frequently associated with the election
of the new CEO to the board, the potential departure of the departing CEO from
the board, and a change in at least one position within the senior management team
(most commonly, the chief operating officer or the chief financial officer). Inside CEO
appointments may or may not require the election of a new board member, but they
are frequently associated with the departure of a senior executive or a reorganization
of duties among senior executives. The observed changes in the composition of senior
management might signal that these managers believe that they have lost the succession
race, reflect their allegiance to the departing CEO, or indicate a general change in top
management beyond the chief executive position.
Chart 48

Director and management changes in conjuction
with CEO succession (2013–2017)
Companies that made no
other top-level changes

Companies that also changed
at least one director or member
of senior management

2017 (N=54)
9.3%

90.7%

2016 (N=63)
36.5

63.5

2015 (N=56)
44.0

56.0

2014 (N=49)
65.3

34.7

2013 (N=42)
76.2

23.8

N=49 in 2014 because 2 firms have yet to name successor.
Source: The Conference Board based on data from company IR websites,
2018.

12 “Autodesk Names Andrew Anagnost President and CEO,” Autodesk press release, June 19, 2017.
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PART III

NOTABLE CASES OF
CEO SUCCESSION
(2017)
This section includes summaries of 11 cases of
CEO succession that made headlines in 2017. It highlights the
circumstances surrounding the leadership transition and includes
key information disclosed by the company and published in
reputable sources listed in a box accompanying each case study.
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CASE STUDY

A case of resignation due to mounting losses and activist investor pressure

AIG

Summary of events On May 14, 2017, insurance company American International Group
Inc. appointed Brian Duperreault president, CEO, and director. He replaced Peter
Hancock, who announced in March that he was stepping down amid mounting losses
and increased pressure from activist investors. Duperreault came to AIG from Hamilton
Insurance Group, where he was founder, chair, and CEO of the Bermuda-based insurer
that has a partnership with AIG.
Duperreault’s appointment was part of a corporate strategy to expand a partnership
with Hamilton Insurance and Two Sigma Insurance to accelerate the use of data science
and technology for AIG’s global book of commercial insurance business and enter into
a reinsurance partnership with Hamilton Re. Hancock’s resignation followed calls by
billionaire activist investors Carl Icahn and John Paulson to break the company into three
parts. That was triggered by a sharply disappointing fourth-quarter loss of $3 billion,
driven by a gigantic, $5.6 billion addition to reserves for future losses. Icahn stated a
breakup would help shed the company’s “burdensome regulatory designation as a
systemically important financial institution (SIFI).” After AIG announced the new CEO and
the sale of some assets, Icahn backed off his call for breaking up the company.
This is a case of an emergency CEO succession due in large part to the pressure
of activist investors who wanted the insurer to turn around its business some nine
years after it was bailed out by the federal government following the financial crisis
of 2008-2009. The company, which announced the succession two months after the
outgoing CEO’s resignation, decided to go with a one-time confidant of the founder,
Maurice (Hank) Greenberg.
To enable Duperreault’s prompt appointment free of conflicts of interest and to continue
to accelerate its application of cutting-edge technology to insurance underwriting, AIG
simultaneously entered into various arrangements with Hamilton, Two Sigma Insurance
Quantified, LP, and Attune Holdings, LLC. Those arrangements provided for the release
of Duperreault from his restrictive covenants and the divestiture of his interests in
Hamilton, AIG’s purchase of Hamilton’s US operations, the exploration of a technology
relationship with Two Sigma, and the expansion of the existing Attune joint venture
between affiliates of Hamilton, Two Sigma, and AIG.
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AIG Chairman Douglas Steenland said: “Brian is uniquely qualified to lead AIG at this
important time. Brian has spent his entire career in insurance. He worked for AIG for 21
years at the start of his career, so he knows this company well.”
Departing CEO (age) Peter Hancock (58)
Stated reason for departure Resignation due to pressure from activist investors as
financial losses began to mount
Incoming CEO Brian Duperreault (70)
Incoming CEO qualifications at time of appointment From December 2013 to May
2017, Duperreault was founder and CEO of Hamilton Insurance Group, a Bermuda-based
holding company of property & casualty and reinsurance operations. He served as chair
from February 2016 to May 2017. He served as president and CEO of Marsh & McLennan
Companies, Inc. from February 2008 until his retirement in December 2012. Before joining
Marsh, he served as nonexecutive chairman of ACE Limited from 2006 through the end
of 2007 and as CEO from October 1994 to May 2004. Prior to joining ACE, Duperreault
served in various senior executive positions with AIG and its affiliates from 1973 to 1994.
He is a director of Johnson Controls International plc, where he is a member of the
Corporate Governance Committee, and was a director of Tyco International plc from
2004 to 2016, when it merged with Johnson Controls International plc.
Succession type Outsider
Joint election as board chairman No, chosen as director on the board.
Corporate governance guidelines The guidelines state that the chairman leads the board
in the process of periodic reviews of the performance of the CEO, as well as in discussions regarding the CEO’s reports on senior management performance and management
succession issues and plans. The CEO shall present, at least annually, to the Compensation
and Management Resources Committee a management succession plan, to ensure that
future selections are appropriately considered. The principal components of this plan are:
A proposed plan for CEO succession, both in an emergency situation and in the ordinary
course of business; and the CEO’s plan for management succession for the other policymaking officers of AIG. The Compensation and Management Resources Committee shall
provide a report to the board on the management succession plan. The board shall review
and consider the plan and any recommendations of the Compensation and Management
Resources Committee.
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SEC filings According to the company’s May 19, 2017, proxy statement, the
Compensation and Management Resources Committee is also responsible for making
recommendations to the board with respect to AIG’s compensation programs for senior
executives and other employees; for reviewing, in conjunction with AIG’s chief risk officer,
the relationship between AIG’s risk management policies and practices and the incentive
compensation arrangements applicable to senior executives; and for overseeing AIG’s
management development and succession planning programs. The proxy also repeats
the language in the corporate governance guidelines regarding the CEO’s management
succession responsibilities.
Sources: Shawn Tully, “Eight Years After the Financial Crisis AIG Is Still a Train Wreck,” Fortune, March 11, 2017 (http://
fortune.com/2017/03/11/aig-ceo-resignation-carl-icahn-breakup/); “AIG, Hamilton Insurance Group and Two Sigma
Insurance Quantified Announce Expansion of Partnership,” AIG, May 15, 2017 (http://phx.corporate-ir.net/External.File?
t=2&item=g7rqBLVLuv81UAmrh20Mpzf7hMTWNxnQ+udrrg1LFqTvDHs/oeahPBAFgQnV5lirIONBkxqIf149s3yOsLAMEg=
=&cb=636304456053307408); AIG (AIG) Appoints Brian Duperreault as CEO, StreetInsider, May 15, 2017 (https://www.
streetinsider.com/Corporate+News/AIG+%28AIG%29+Appoints+Brian+Duperreault+as+CEO/12901447.html); AIG Reports
Fourth Quarter 2016 Results: Transformative Actions Taken During 2016, AIG, February 14, 2017 (https://www.businesswire.
com/news/home/20170214006404/en/AIG-Reports-Fourth-Quarter-2016-Results); American International Group Corporate
Governance Guidelines, updated March 9, 2016 (http://www.aig.com/content/dam/aig/america-canada/us/documents/
about-us/corporate-governance-guidelines-amended-effective-030916.pdf); AIG 2017 proxy statement, filed May 19, 2017,
(https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/5272/000119312517175936/d297295ddef14a.htm).
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CASE STUDY

A case of a CEO resignation following a failed merger, which led to the
company becoming the second largest with a female CEO

Anthem

Summary of events As of November 20, 2017, health care insurer Anthem is the secondlargest US company with a female CEO. That is the result of the company’s planned CEO
succession in which health care insurance industry veteran Gail Boudreaux, former CEO of
United Health, replaced Joseph Swedish, who was chairman, president, and CEO. As part
of the succession plan, Swedish stayed on as executive chairman until May 2018 and will
serve as senior advisor through May 2020.
The succession came nine months after Swedish’s proposed $54 billion merger with
Anthem rival Cigna fell apart in February 2017 after being blocked by the US Justice
Department on antitrust grounds. The succession, which had been planned for a year,
was triggered when Swedish announced his retirement in November 2017 after four
years. He has been in the health care sector for more than 25 years.
This is a case of a CEO stepping down after a failed merger with a major competitor
that led to the recruitment of a longtime health care industry veteran from another
competitor. The decision by the Anthem board to name Boudreaux to replace Swedish
means that Anthem now is the second-largest US company with a woman in charge.
General Motors is the only US firm with more revenue and a woman as chief executive.
Mary Barra has led the automaker since the first quarter of 2014.
“Gail Boudreaux is a decisive leader with deep expertise in the health care industry
and an outstanding track record of driving results throughout her impressive career,”
said George A. Schaefer, Jr., lead independent director, Anthem Board of Directors.
“The Anthem Board is confident Gail will draw from her extensive experience to
deliver strong operating performance, excellent financial results and a laser focus on
customer experience and shareholder value. In an evolving industry, Gail brings the right
skills for the times.”
Departing CEO (age) Joseph Swedish (66)
Stated reason for departure Part of a formal succession plan following a failed merger
Incoming CEO (age) Gail Boudreaux (57)
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Incoming CEO qualifications at time of appointment Boudreaux recently served as
CEO of United Healthcare, the medical insurance subsidiary of UnitedHealth Group,
where she had responsibility for approximately $120 billion in revenue, managed 60,000
employees and grew membership by more than 8 million members in six years. Prior to
United Healthcare, Boudreaux served as executive vice president of Health Care Services
Corp. with responsibility for Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans in Illinois, Texas, Oklahoma, and
New Mexico and earlier as president of Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Illinois. She began her
career in Aetna’s Management Development Program, serving in a variety of capacities
over the course of two decades.
Succession type Outsider
Joint election as board chairman No. The departing CEO stayed on as executive
chairman for a short period.
Corporate governance guidelines The guidelines state that the board plans for
succession to the position of the CEO. To assist the board, recommendations are
available, on a continuing basis, for an interim successor in the event of the death,
disability, or other emergency or termination of the CEO, as well as a process to
determine a successor in the event of the retirement of the CEO.
Management Development and Succession Planning The CEO periodically
reports to the board on the company’s program for development and succession
planning for management.
SEC filings The company’s 2017 proxy statement, under Policies on Corporate
Governance, notes that “the board oversees succession planning for our President
and CEO and our other executive officers, addressing both emergency and
long-term succession.”
Sources: Shelby Livingston, “Anthem CEO Swedish to retire,” Modern Healthcare,” November 3, 2017 (http://www.
modernhealthcare.com/article/20171103/NEWS/171109929); Anthem, Inc. Announces Key Management Changes, Anthem,
November 6, 2017 (http://ir.antheminc.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=130104&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2314430); Anthem Corporate
Governance Guidelines, updated May 18, 2017 (http://phx.corporate-ir.net/External.File?item=UGFyZW50SUQ9MzM5Mzg5
fENoaWxkSUQ9LTF8VHlwZT0z&t=1&cb=635993532044582671); Anthem 2017 proxy statement, filed May 18, 2017 (https://
www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1156039/000119312517106491/d341546ddef14a.htm).
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CASE STUDY

A case of a resignation following a public battle with an activist investor

Arconic

Summary of events The former CEO of the aerospace and automotive industry
engineering product company Arconic Inc. lost a battle with the activist investor Elliott
Management in April 2017. Soon after, Klaus Kleinfeld resigned as CEO and chairman of
the company after the board found that he sent a letter in “poor judgment” to Elliott,
with whom the company was in a proxy fight. On January 25, 2018, Arconic’s board
appointed General Electric veteran Charles “Chip” Blankenship as CEO. He replaced
interim CEO David Hess. John Plant, another director, was appointed chairman.
This is a case of an emergency CEO succession plan put into place after the incumbent
CEO resigned due to his questionable action of writing a letter that made personal
insinuations against Elliott principal Paul Singer. That action triggered the board to name
Hess and Pat Russo, both directors, to interim CEO and interim chairman, respectively.
After the transition, both returned as directors.
The CEO transition was essentially the result of Elliott’s campaign to add board seats and
replace the sitting CEO. In the end, the hedge fund got both. “As Arconic approaches
its first anniversary as a standalone public company (it was spun off from Alcoa in 2017)
it has much to look forward to; together with the entire Board, I look forward to working
with Chip to drive Arconic’s success into the future,” Plant said.
Departing CEO (age) Klaus Kleinfeld (60)
Stated reason for departure Resignation due to the CEO using “poor judgment” in
a letter sent to an activist investor the company was involved with in a proxy fight
Incoming CEO (age) interim CEO David Hess (62); permanent CEO Charles
“Chip” Blankenship (51)
Incoming CEO qualifications at time of appointment Blankenship served as executive
officer of Haier US Appliance Solutions Inc. from June 21, 2017 to January 2018. He
served as CEO and president of GE Home & Business Solutions at General Electric
Company. Blankenship had been general manager of Commercial Engines at GE Aviation
since August 2008. He had served as a general manager of Aero products division
of GE Energy since June 2006. He had served as vice president of GE Aviation since
August 2008. He had been with GE for 16 years and served as the general manager of
GE Energy’s Aeroderivative Gas Turbine business. Blankenship began his career with
General Electric in 1992 as staff scientist at GE’s Corporate Research and Development
facility in Schenectady, NY. He served as a director of Haier US Appliance Solutions, Inc.
until June 21, 2017.
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Succession type Insider for interim CEO, outsider for incoming permanent CEO
Joint election as board chairman No. John Plant, a director with Arconic since
2016, was named chairman.
Corporate governance guidelines The guidelines state that the board should identify,
and periodically update, the qualities and characteristics necessary for an effective
chief executive officer of this company. With these principles in mind, the board
should periodically monitor and review the development and progression of potential
internal candidates against these standards. Advance planning for contingencies such
as the departure, death, or disability of the chief executive officer or other top executives is necessary so that, in the event of an untimely vacancy, the company has in
place an emergency succession plan to facilitate the transition to both interim and
longer-term leadership.
SEC filings The company’s 2016 proxy statement notes that the CEO, the president,
and the CFO may be removed from office with or without cause by the affirmative vote
of a majority of the whole board. Any other officer or assistant officer elected, or agent
appointed, by the board of directors may be removed from office with or without cause
by the affirmative vote of a majority of the board of directors then in office. Any assistant
officer or agent appointed by the CEO may be removed by the CEO with or without
cause. No elected officer or assistant officer shall have any contractual rights against the
corporation for compensation by virtue of such election beyond the date of the election
of his or her successor, his or her death, or his or her resignation or removal, whichever
event shall first occur, except as otherwise provided in an employment contract or under
an employee deferred compensation plan.
Sources: Ronald Orol, “Arconic’s CEO Pick Is Not Elliott’s Choice,” TheStreet.com, October 23, 2017 (https://www.thestreet.
com/story/14353970/1/arconic-s-ceo-pick-is-not-elliott-s-candidate.html);
Mamta Badkar, “Arconic Names GE’s Blankenship new CEO, shares pop,” Financial Times, October 23, 2017 (https://www.
ft.com/content/c2280018-237d-11e7-8691-d5f7e0cd0a16); Charles “Chip” Blankenship profile, Bloomberg (https://www.
bloomberg.com/profiles/people/16183510-charles-p-blankenship); Arconic Corporate Governance Guidelines (https://www.
arconic.com/global/en/investors/pdf/Corp-Gov-Guidelines.pdf); Arconic 2017 proxy statement, filed October 13, 2017
(https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/4281/000157104917008235/t1702422-def14a.htm).
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A case of a planned succession during a turbulent period

Chevron

Summary of events As the petroleum industry faced a turbulent time in its industry with
oil prices dropping below $30 per barrel in 2016, the multinational oil and natural gas
producer Chevron Corp. decided in September 2017 to replace retiring Chairman and
CEO John Watson with Vice Chairman Mike Wirth in February 2018. The move marked
a new era for the company, which has made inroads into the liquefied gas business
over the past year.
This is a case of a planned CEO succession as a company reacts to a turbulent period in
its history by pivoting its long-term strategy to respond to the changing marketplace. By
elevating its vice chairman, Chevron’s board followed through on a planned succession
that included no surprises, according to Chief Executive. “Across the industry, Chevron
and its rival supermajors are leaning on executives with experience in refining, supply and
production operations to squeeze out profits—rather than more swashbuckling figures
with a background in exploration,” Chief Executive reported.
Wirth, who was trained as an engineer, has worked at Chevron for 36 years and led the
company’s pipeline and chemicals and refining businesses. “Mike is a proven leader who
is ideally suited to lead Chevron into the next chapter of our history,” Watson said in
September 2017. “He has the right values, knowledge and experience, and has established a strong record of accomplishment in his 35 years with the company.”
Watson joined Chevron in 1980 as a financial analyst and went on to hold financial,
analytical, and supervisory positions before being appointed president of Chevron
Canada Limited in 1996. In 1998, he was named a corporate vice president with responsibility for strategic planning and mergers and acquisitions.
Departing CEO (age) John Watson (61)
Stated reason for departure Planned retirement
Incoming CEO (age) Mike Wirth (57)
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Incoming CEO qualifications at time of appointment Wirth served as vice chairman
of the board in 2017 and executive vice president of Midstream & Development for
Chevron Corporation from 2016-2018. In that role, he was responsible for supply and
trading, shipping, pipeline, and power operating units, as well as corporate strategy;
business development; and policy, government, and public affairs. Wirth was executive
vice president of Downstream & Chemicals from 2006 to 2015. Prior to that, he served
as president of Global Supply and Trading from 2003 to 2006. In 2001, Wirth was
named president of Marketing for Chevron’s Asia/Middle East/Africa business, based in
Singapore. He also served on the board of directors for Caltex Australia Limited and GS
Caltex Corporation in South Korea. Wirth joined Chevron in 1982 as a design engineer.
Succession type Insider
Joint election as board chairman Yes
Corporate governance guidelines The guidelines state that the board oversees
management and plans for the succession of key executives. Annually, the lead
director will lead the independent directors’ review of candidates for all senior
management positions to ensure that qualified candidates are available for all positions
and that development plans are being utilized to strengthen the skills and qualifications of the candidates.
SEC filings The company’s 2017 proxy statement included the following information
regarding CEO succession planning: “Best Practice in Compensation Governance—To
ensure independent oversight, stockholder alignment and long-term sustainability, our
executive compensation program has the following governance elements in place: Robust
succession planning process with board review twice a year.”
Sources: Mamta Badkar, “Chevron says Wirth to succeed John Watson as CEO,” Financial Times, September 28, 2017
(https://www.ft.com/content/7ce5a40c-aa9b-397a-b608-04cc3d0cf6e4); Patrick Gorman, “What Chevron’s New CEO Says
About the New Age of Oil,” Chief Executive, September 29, 2017 (https://chiefexecutive.net/chevrons-new-ceo-saysnew-age-oil/); “Michael K. Wirth Named Chairman and CEO of Chevron,” Chevron, September 28, 2017 (https://www.
chevron.com/stories/michael-k-wirth-named-chairman-and-ceo-of-chevron); Michael K. Wirth profile, Bloomberg https://
www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/person.asp?personId=8009333&privcapId=98506); Chevron 2017 proxy
statement, filed April 3, 2017 (https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/93410/000119312517119801/d304635ddef14a.
htm#xtoc304635_29); Chevron Corporate Governance Guidelines (https://www.chevron.com/investors/corporategovernance).
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A case of an emergency succession due to the death of a
new CEO after an activist investor won a proxy fight

CSX Corp.

Summary of events During a nine-month period in 2017, the railroad operator CSX
settled with an activist investor to remake its board and change the direction of the
company, and it went through two CEO changes.
On March 6, 2017, CSX Corporation railroad operator CSX Corp. announced it had
reached an agreement with the investment firm Mantle Ridge LP to reconstitute its board
and named E. Hunter Harrison, a longtime railroad turnaround executive, as CEO. He
replaced Michael Ward, who announced his retirement as chairman and CEO on February
21, 2017, and became a consultant to CSX.
Under the terms of the agreement with Mantle Ridge, CSX appointed five new directors to its
board, including Harrison and Mantle Ridge Founder Paul Hilal. Also, CSX’ Presiding Director
Edward Kelly, III, was elected chairman and Hilal became vice chairman. Harrison had planned
to implement some of the cost-cutting and efficiency measures that worked at three other
railroads he helped transform: Canadian Pacific Railway Ltd., Canadian National Railway Co.,
and Illinois Central Corp. Soon after his death, CSX said it would stick with a plan started
by Harrison to boost profit through cutting jobs and rail cars and slash capital spending.
But just eight months later, the 73-year-old succumbed to severe complications from
an illness. On December 14, 2017, sitting CFO James Foote was named interim CEO
as Harrison was put on medical leave. Two days later, Harrison died. On December
22, 2017, the CSX board appointed Foote as permanent CEO and president. He was
elected to the board and now serves as chair of the Executive Committee. Kelly and Hilal
continued to lead the board.
This is a case of an emergency succession due to the death of a new CEO after an activist
investor won a proxy fight by reaching a settlement with the company to reconstitute the
board and install new management. In addition to naming Harrison CEO and Hilal vice
chair, the settlement called for adding three more directors chosen by Mantle Ridge:
Dennis Reilley, former chairman, CEO and president of Praxair Inc.; Linda Riefler, former
chief talent officer of Morgan Stanley; and John Zillmer, former chief executive of Univar.
At the time of Harrison’s hiring, Hilal said: “I thank every CSX director, including those
leaving the Board, for their constructive and skillful engagement that enabled this terrific
outcome for CSX. The Board is united behind a shared goal—creating value for shareholders and all stakeholders by implementing the Precision Scheduled Railroading model
at CSX. Together, we have created the conditions for success. Now the real work begins.”
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“I worked alongside Hunter for over a decade and his pioneering approach to railroading
unlocked significant efficiencies and value, and we remain focused on delivering on
this vision for CSX, our customers and our shareholders,” Foote said. “The execution
of Precision Scheduled Railroading is well underway, with the most critical components of the implementation completed and beginning to generate measurable
operating improvement.”
Departing CEO (age) Hunter Harrison (73)
Stated reason for departure Death
Incoming interim and permanent CEO (age) James Foote (63)
Incoming CEO qualifications at time of appointment Foote served as COO since
joining CSX in October 2017. Previously, he served as president and CEO of Bright Rail
Energy Inc., a private technology company, formed in 2012 to design, develop, and sell
products that allow railroads to switch locomotives to natural gas power. From 2000
until 2009, Foote was chief sales and marketing officer of Canadian National Railway. He
worked with Harrison when he was CEO of Canadian National Railway from 2003 to 2009.
Succession type Insider
Joint election as board chairman No. Edward Kelly III remains as chairman.
Corporate governance guidelines The guidelines state that the responsibilities of
the Compensation Committee include an annual review of the performance of the
chief executive officer. The Compensation Committee, in consultation with the board,
approves goals and objectives for the CEO, evaluates his or her performance, and, either
as a committee or together with the other independent directors, as directed by the
board, sets his or her compensation level based on this evaluation. The results of the
evaluation are discussed with the independent directors in executive session and with
the chief executive officer. Among the most important functions of the board is the
selection of the CEO and planning for management succession to execute the strategic
plans approved by the board. The board will review succession plans for the corporation at least annually, including procedures for the selection of a CEO in the case of an
emergency. The formal succession review process includes identifying backup individuals
who could assume key positions on an interim basis if an executive were to die or leave
unexpectedly. During this process, board members have ongoing contact with senior
executives and other members of management and may take into account their experiences with management, as well as management’s opinions, with respect to individuals
qualified to succeed the CEO and other executives.
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SEC filings The company’s 2017 proxy statement states that the board is responsible
for succession planning for the board, as well as for senior management. In addition
to routine succession planning efforts by the board and the Governance Committee
throughout the year, the full board engages in a comprehensive management succession
planning exercise at its annual strategy conference, where it analyzes potential succession
candidates across all senior management positions. Although the board focuses on
the senior executive team and CEO succession, directors also discuss the pipeline for
other key roles in the company. As part of this exercise, the board reviews skills, competencies, and readiness levels of succession candidates and recommends development
plans to ensure that management succession candidates are adequately prepared for
planned transitions.
Sources: Gary Cameron, “CSX sticks with plan to cut jobs, reduce trains,” Reuters, March 1, 2018
(https://www.reuters.com/article/us-csx-investors/csx-sticks-with-plan-to-cut-jobs-reduce-trains-idUSKCN1GD4IH);
Frederic Tomesco, “Hunter Harrison, Famed Railroad Turnaround CEO, Dies at 73,” Bloomberg, December 16, 2017
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-12-16/hunter-harrison-lauded-railroad-turnaround-chief-dies-at-73);
CSX 2017 proxy statement, filed April 20, 2017 (https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/277948/000120677417001259/
csx3110061-def14a.htm); CSX Corporate Governance Guidelines, updated July 7, 2017 (https://www.csx.com/index.cfm/
investors/corporate-governance/guidelines/#Succession).
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CASE STUDY

A case of a cofounder resigning to focus on building a company’s
emerging technology

DISH Network Corp.

Summary of events On December 5, 2017, satellite and internet TV provider DISH
Network Corp. announced that Cofounder and Chairman Charlie Ergen had relinquished
his post as CEO to devote more attention to the company’s emerging wireless business.
The company promoted president and COO Erik Carlson to president and CEO.
Under Carlson’s leadership, the company assumed a group structure to more effectively
organize the company’s operational and staff leadership to support DISH TV, Sling TV,
and the company’s wireless business. In addition to restructuring the executive team,
the company appointed Wal-mart veteran and human resources executive David Scott to
the role of CHRO. Scott serves as an executive vice president and is part of DISH’s
management committee.
Ergen’s move marked the second time in six years that he had given up his CEO post. In
2011, he handed over the CEO reins to Joe Clayton, only to return to the helm in 2015
amid subscriber losses. Ergen cofounded DISH in 1980 with Jim DeFranco, an executive
vice president and director of the company.
Ergen’s focus on building out the company’s wireless network is related to a Federal
Communications Commission deadline to use the spectrum by 2021. Some investors say
Ergen will likely want a partner to help share the cost of the investment, even though he
has said the company can build the network by itself.
This is a case of a planned succession plan where the cofounder and sitting CEO
gave up his title as lead executive but held on to his chairmanship, which calls for
the incoming CEO to continue to report to him. In essence, the reporting hierarchy
doesn’t change, and the company benefits from the existing relationship between the
chairman and new CEO.
“With more than 20 years’ experience at DISH, Erik (Carlson) brings a complete understanding of the business opportunities both DISH TV and Sling TV possess,” Ergen said.
“I have every confidence that under Erik’s leadership our new organizational structure will
deliver value for DISH TV and Sling TV and will aid our entry into wireless.”
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Departing CEO (age) Charlie Ergen (65)
Stated reason for departure To concentrate on company’s wireless business
Incoming CEO (age) Erik Carlson (47)
Incoming CEO qualifications at time of appointment A DISH veteran since 1995,
Carlson has held numerous roles throughout the company. Most recently, he served
as president and COO. In this role, he oversaw the company’s day-to-day operations including Human Resources, Operations, Information Technology, Media Sales,
Marketing, Programming, Product Management, Customer Acquisition and Retention,
Finance, and Accounting. Prior to that, he managed DISH’s In-Home Services, Customer
Service Centers, Customer Billing, and Information Technology organizations, as well
as Manufacturing, which consists of equipment retrieval and refurbishment operations. Carlson also served as SVP of Retail Services and Sales, where he managed the
company’s indirect sales operations.
Succession type Insider
Joint election as board chairman No. The departing CEO stays on as chairman.
Corporate governance guidelines Not available
SEC filings Not available
Sources: “DISH Names New CEO, Group Presidents, CHRO; Announces Organizational Framework,” DISH Network,
December 5, 2017 (http://dish.client.shareholder.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=1050749); Reuters staff, “Dish co-founder
Ergen steps down from CEO role to focus on wireless,” Reuters, December 5, 2017 (https://www.reuters.com/article/us-dishnetwork-ceo/dish-co-founder-ergen-steps-down-from-ceo-role-to-focus-on-wireless-idUSKBN1DZ1ZX).
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CASE STUDY

A case of an emergency CEO succession following a massive
cybersecurity breach

Equifax Inc.

Summary of events On September 26, 2017, the board of directors of the credit
reporting company Equifax Inc. announced that Richard Smith was retiring as chairman
and CEO. The announcement came soon after the company’s revelation that the personal
information of more than 100 million consumers had been breached in a cyberattack. The
board appointed independent director Mark Feidler to serve as nonexecutive chairman
and Paulino do Rego Barros Jr., who was president, Asia-Pacific, as interim CEO. After
six months, the board chose Mark Begor, a Warburg Pincus partner and longtime GE
executive, to fill Barros’ shoes.
The management change was announced just days after the company announced the
original data breach that affected 145.5 million Americans whose personal information,
including Social Security, driver’s license, and credit card numbers, was accessed. On
March 1, 2018, Equifax updated the figure by an additional 2.4 million consumers who
had had their personal information accessed during last year’s massive cyberattack.
“The Board remains deeply concerned about and totally focused on the cybersecurity
incident,” Feidler said. “We are working intensely to support consumers and make the
necessary changes to minimize the risk that something like this happens again. Speaking
for everyone on the board, I sincerely apologize. We have formed a Special committee
of the board to focus on the issues arising from the incident and to ensure that all appropriate actions are taken. Our interim CEO, Paulino, is an experienced leader with deep
knowledge of our company and the industry. The board of directors has absolute confidence in his ability to guide the company through this transition.”
Smith explained the reason for his retirement. “The cybersecurity incident has affected
millions of consumers, and I have been completely dedicated to making this right,” Smith
said. “At this critical juncture, I believe it is in the best interests of the company to have
new leadership to move the company forward.”
This is a case of a board needing to make an emergency succession following a cybersecurity crisis that affected millions of consumers. The decision by the board to replace
the CEO and chair was swift as the company was feeling pressure from government
regulators, investors, and consumers. Just prior to Smith’s retirement, the board
announced that the chief information officer and chief security officer had retired as
a result of the breach and had been replaced by two interim officers. The company
created a dedicated website where consumers could understand whether they were affected,
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find out more information about the incident, and learn how to protect themselves;
offered free credit file monitoring and identity theft protection to all US consumers; and
set up a dedicated call center to assist consumers with questions.
On March 13, the former CIO Jun Ying was charged by the US Department of Justice with
insider trading for selling Equifax stock before news of the data breach was announced,
which netted him more than $480,000.
Feidler is a partner and co-founder of MSouth, a private equity investment firm. He has
served as an independent director for Equifax since 2007.
Departing CEO (age) Richard Smith (57)
Stated reason for departure The best interests of the company to move forward
following a cyberattack
Incoming CEO (age) interim Paulino de Rego Barros Jr. (60); permanent Mark Begor (59)
Incoming CEO qualifications at time of appointment Begor served as a managing
director at Warburg Pincus and focused on operational improvements across portfolio
companies within the company’s Industrial and Business Services group. He joined
Warburg Pincus in 2016 after a 35-year career with General Electric Company (GE). Begor
served in a variety of roles leading multibillion-dollar business units of the company,
including president and CEO of GE Energy Management from 2014 to 2016, president
and CEO of GE Capital Real Estate from 2011 to 2014, and president and CEO of GE
Capital Retail Finance (Synchrony Financial) from 2002 to 2011.
Succession type Insider
Joint election as board chairman No. Mark Feidler remains as nonexecutive chairman.
Corporate governance guidelines The guidelines state that the chair of the
Compensation, Human Resources & Management Succession Committee will report
annually to the independent members of the board on succession planning. There shall
also be available to the presiding director, on a continuing basis, the CEO’s recommendation as to a successor should he/she be unexpectedly rendered unable to perform
the duties of such office, along with a review of any development plans recommended
for such individual. The CEO will report annually to the board concerning the company’s
program for management development. This report should be given to the board at the
same time as the succession planning report.
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SEC filings The company’s 2017 proxy statement said: “Our board is accountable for
the development, implementation and continual review of a succession plan for the
CEO and other executive officers. As part of its responsibilities under its charter, the
Compensation Committee oversees the succession planning process for the CEO and
the senior leadership team. The process ensures that critical business capabilities are
safeguarded, executive development is accelerated, and strategic talent is leveraged to
focus on current and new business imperatives. The specific criteria for the CEO position
are aligned with our long-term growth strategy we refer to as our Growth Playbook, and
succession and development plans are monitored for each of the CEO’s direct reports
including high potential internal CEO succession candidates, all of whom have ongoing
exposure to the board and are reviewed annually with the board by the CEO and the
Chief Human Resources Officer. The Compensation Committee and the board also
review the foregoing in executive session on a regular basis.”
Sources: Consumer Reports staff, “Equifax Data Breach Affected 2.4 Million More Consumers,” Consumer Reports, March
1, 2018 (https://www.consumerreports.org/credit-bureaus/equifax-data-breach-was-bigger-than-previously-reported/);
“Equifax Releases Details on Cybersecurity Incident, Announces Personnel Changes,” Equifax, September 15, 2017 (https://
investor.equifax.com/news-and-events/news/2017/09-15-2017-224018832); “Equifax Chairman, CEO, Richard Smith Retires;
Board of Directors Appoints Current Board Member Mark Feidler Chairman; Paulino do Rego Barros, Jr. Appointed Interim
CEO; Company to Initiate CEO Search,” Equifax, September 26, 2017 (https://investor.equifax.com/news-and-events/
news/2017/09-26-2017-140531280); “Equifax Releases Updated Information on 2017 Cybersecurity Incident,” Equifax,
March 1, 2018 (https://investor.equifax.com/news-and-events/news/2018/03-01-2018-140531340); Jennifer Surane and Jesse
Westbrook, “Equifax CIO Put ‘2 and 2 Together’ Then Sold Stock, SEC Says,” Bloomberg Markets, March 14, 2018 (https://
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-14/sec-says-former-equifax-executive-engaged-in-insider-trading); Equifax
2017 proxy statement, filed March 1, 2017 (https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/33185/000130817917000063/lefx2017_
def14a.htm); Equifax Corporate Governance Principles (https://www.equifax.com/about-equifax/corporate-governance/
governance-principles/).
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CASE STUDY

A case of an activist investor helping to trigger a long-term succession plan

General Electric

Summary of events On June 12, 2017, the General Electric board announced that
John Flannery, president and CEO of GE Healthcare, had been named CEO of the
company effective August 1, 2017, and chairman effective October 2, 2017. He replaced
Jeff Immelt, chairman and CEO of the multinational conglomerate for 16 years, who
retired following a two-year campaign by hedge fund activist Trian Partners to make
the company more profitable and boost its share value. In addition, company CFO Jeff
Bornstein was promoted to vice chair.
In 2015, Trian Partners bought $2.5 billion of GE stock—about 1.5 percent of the
company—and wrote a white paper, “Transformation Underway … But Nobody Cares,”
which said company stock was undervalued because investors didn’t believe that Immelt and
management would do what was necessary to deliver a higher stock price and dividends.
Trian wanted the company to take on $20 billion in debt by returning cash to shareholders.
It wanted the company to increase operating margins to 18 percent by cutting expenses and
buy back more stock than the $50 billion stock-repurchase plan GE already had in place.
However, Immelt believed that doing these things would optimize the stock price and
increase the value of Trian’s investment, but the debt and cuts would endanger GE’s
long-term investment in innovation. In the end, Immelt lost and Trian wound up with a seat
on the board after Immelt retired. During Immelt’s tenure, industrial earnings doubled and
GE returned $143 billion in dividends. However, during that time GE’s stock value fell by
about half; at the time of Immelt’s retirement, it fell to where it was 20 years ago.
In addition to naming a Trian partner to the board, Flannery also cut GE’s quarterly
dividend in half, to 12 cents a share; announced that he would sell at least $20 billion in
assets during the next couple of years; and announced that he was cutting the size of the
board in half and shaking up executive compensation. Additionally, he has fired many
middle managers and has grounded the company’s corporate jet fleet.
This is a case of an activist investor forcing a large multinational company and its board
to implement its CEO succession plan much earlier than it had planned. It’s also a case
of CEO legacy building and dismantling. When Immelt was elevated to chair and CEO in
2001, he replaced Jack Welch, who was known for building the company from $13 billion
in value to several hundred billion dollars. Under Welch, the company both streamlined
certain operations and expanded it dramatically from 1981-2001; revenue grew from
$26.8 billion in 1980 to $130 billion in 2000.
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Departing CEO (age) Jeff Immelt (61)
Stated reason for departure The result of a six-year succession plan by
GE board of directors.
Incoming CEO (age) John Flannery (55)
Incoming CEO qualifications at time of appointment Flannery joined GE in 1987. He
spent over 20 years at GE Capital holding various leadership roles in the United States,
Latin America, and Asia. He was named a company officer in 2005. In 2009, he was
appointed president and CEO of GE India, and in 2013, head of Business Development
for all of GE. Flannery helped oversee significant portfolio transformation including
significant acquisitions and divestitures in GE’s financial services and industrial portfolios.
Prior to his appointment as CEO, he led the turnaround of GE Healthcare, establishing
technology leadership in core imaging, creating digital platforms and solutions, and
expanding its Life Sciences and cell therapy systems businesses. He also launched
Sustainable Healthcare Solutions, bringing disruptive technologies to health care
providers across emerging markets.
Succession type Insider
Joint election as board chairman Yes, became chairman five months later after the
incumbent officially retired
Corporate governance guidelines The guidelines state that in addition to its general
oversight of management, the board also performs a number of specific functions,
including: selecting, evaluating, and compensating the CEO and overseeing CEO
succession planning; The board shall approve and maintain a succession plan for the
CEO and senior executives, based upon recommendations from the management development and compensation committee. The board views CEO selection and management
succession as one of its most important responsibilities. In coordination with the
management development and compensation committee, the board: (1) develops criteria
for the CEO position that reflects GE’s business strategy; (2) routinely reviews and
discusses succession planning; and (3) identifies potential internal successors for the CEO.
The board also maintains an emergency succession plan that is reviewed periodically.
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SEC filings The company’s 2017 proxy statement notes that the Management
Development and Compensation Committee oversees CEO and senior executive performance evaluations and compensation, equity planning, and succession planning. The
Compensation Committee has primary responsibility for helping the board develop and
evaluate potential candidates for executive positions and for overseeing the development
of executive succession plans. As part of this responsibility, the committee oversees the
compensation program for the CEO and the other named executives.
Sources: “Transformation Underway … But Nobody Cares,” Trian Partners, October 5, 2015 (http://docplayer.net/3999887Transformation-underway-but-nobody-cares.html); Dale Buss, “Flannery Embraces Role of Becoming the CEO Who Undoes
Jack Welch’s Legacy,” Chief Executive, November 14, 2017 (https://chiefexecutive.net/flannery-embraces-role-becomingceo-undoes-jack-welchs-legacy/); John F. Welch Jr. profile, GE (https://www.ge.com/about-us/leadership/profiles/john-fwelch-jr); Steve Blank, “Why GE’s Jeff Immelt Lost His Job: Disruption and Activist Investors,” Harvard Business Review,
October 30, 2017 (https://hbr.org/2017/10/why-ges-jeff-immelt-lost-his-job-disruption-and-activist-investors);
“John Flannery Named Chairman and CEO of GE,” GE, June 12, 2017 (https://www.genewsroom.com/press-releases/johnflannery-named-chairman-and-ceo-ge-283823); Jeffrey R. Immelt profile, GE (https://www.ge.com/about-us/leadership/
profiles/jeffrey-r-immelt); John L. Flannery profile, GE (https://www.ge.com/about-us/leadership/profiles/john-l-flannery); GE
Corporate Governance Principles (https://www.ge.com/sites/default/files/GE_governance_principles.pdf); GE 2017 proxy
statement, filed March 8, 2017 (https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/40545/000120677417000738/ge3179831-def14a.htm).
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CASE STUDY

A case of taking a company in a new direction after a second succession

Mattel Inc.

Summary of events Two years after its last CEO succession, Mattel Inc. announced on
January 17, 2017, that Google Inc.’s Americas President Margaret Georgiadis had agreed
to succeed to CEO on February 8, 2017, replacing Christopher Sinclair, who became
executive chairman as part of the transition. He had served as CEO since April 2015 after
three months as interim CEO and has been chairman since January 2015. Georgiadis
also joined the board of directors. Georgiadis’ tenure would last only 14 months, as she
resigned and was replaced by Ynon Kreiz, a longtime Fox studio executive.
The toy manufacturer pitched the CEO transition as part of a strategy to use technology
to drive toy sales after the company posted fourth-quarter 2016 operating income of
$262.6 million compared to $294.1 million in the same period a year earlier.
This is a case of a company trying to pivot as retailers in its industry continue to consolidate and struggle to stay in business. While the company had already gone through a
management upheaval only two years prior, the board felt that decreasing revenue and
sales called for a more digital strategy to make the toy maker successful and innovative in
the future. But the board did show some confidence in the previous chairman and CEO,
keeping him as leader of the board.
Sinclair, who previously had served as chairman and CEO of PepsiCo, took charge of
the company in April 2015 after former CEO and Chairman Bryan Stockton resigned
suddenly. The announcement followed a disastrous holiday season that also marked
the company’s fifth straight quarter of declining sales. Only a few months earlier, it was
reported that the maker of Barbie dolls and Hot Wheels cars had fallen behind Danishbased Lego Group in sales and was no longer the world’s largest toy company.
“Over the last two years, with the help of all of our colleagues around the world, we have
dramatically transformed Mattel—reenergizing our creative culture, restoring excitement
to our iconic brand portfolio and delivering on our vision to make Mattel the recognized
leader in play, learning and development worldwide,” Sinclair said.
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He went on to say that Georgiadis is a “proven and extraordinarily talented executive
with a deep understanding of how to build and scale brands on a global basis” who has
“successfully led efforts to deliver above market growth and profitability by creating
transformational partnerships across content, media and technology providers.”
The Wall Street Journal reported that Mattel would cut its fiscal third-quarter 2017
dividend by more than half—from 38 cents a share to 15 cents a share—as Georgiadis
wanted to free up money to help the toy maker modernize its brands for the digital world.
Departing CEO (age) Christopher Sinclair (66)
Stated reason for departure A transition to a more technology-based future
Incoming CEO (age) Margaret Georgiadis (53)
Incoming CEO qualifications at time of appointment As president, Americas at Google
from 2011-2017, Georgiadis led the company’s commercial operations and advertising
sales in the US, Canada, and Latin America. Her prior roles at Google include leading
Global Sales Operations and expanding local and commerce businesses. Georgiadis has
served as COO of Groupon, Inc.; executive vice president of Card Products; and CMO
of Discover Financial Services. At Discover, she led the company through a turnaround,
revitalizing business performance with award-winning new products, customer experience,
and marketing. Prior to Discover, Georgiadis was a partner at McKinsey & Co. for 15
years in London and Chicago. Georgiadis currently serves on the boards of directors of
McDonald’s Corp. and Amyris Inc. She also serves on the boards of nonprofit entities
including The Economic Club of Chicago and the Ad Council, where she is board chair.
Previously she served on the board of The Jones Group Inc.
Succession type Outsider
Joint election as board chairman No. Outgoing CEO remaining as executive chairman
Corporate governance guidelines The guidelines state that it is the sense of the board
that it should have maximum flexibility to decide whether the offices of the board chair
and CEO shall be combined or separate and, if separate, whether the board chair should
be an independent director or an employee. The board believes that this issue is part
of the succession planning process and that it is in the best interests of the company
for the board to make a determination whenever it elects a new CEO or appoints a new
board chair. An annual report shall be made to the board on succession planning. The
board will work with the Governance and Social Responsibility Committee to nominate
and evaluate successors to the CEO and/or board chair when a vacancy occurs. The
CEO and/or board chair will make available his or her recommendations and evaluations
of potential successors, along with a review of any development plans recommended
for those individuals.
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SEC filings The company’s 2017 proxy statement notes that the Governance and Social
Responsibility Committee oversees and reviews with management risks relating to
governance and social responsibility matters, including succession planning, environmental and health and safety compliance, sustainability, corporate citizenship, community
involvement, global responsible supply chain standards, diversity and equal opportunity,
philanthropy and charitable contributions, and public policy and governmental relations.
Sources: Matteo Tonello, Jason Schloetzer, Gary Larkin, CEO Succession Practices: 2016 Edition, The Conference Board,
pp. 91-93, October 2016 (https://www.conference-board.org/publications/publicationdetail.cfm?publicationid=7302&cen
terId=5); Reuters staff, “Mattel says Bryan Stockton resigns as CEO,” January 26, 2015 (https://www.reuters.com/article/
mattel-moves-ceo/mattel-says-bryan-stockton-resigns-as-ceo-idUSL4N0V549Q20150126); Paul Ziobro, “Mattel Slashes
Dividend as CEO Frees Funds for Turnaround Effort,” The Wall Street Journal, June 14, 2017 (https://www.wsj.com/articles/
mattel-slashes-dividend-as-ceo-frees-funds-for-turnaround-effort-1497465249); Mattel Amended and Restated Guidelines
on Corporate Governance (http://corporate.mattel.com/about-us/pdf/new/Amended_and_Restated_Guidelines_on_
Corporate_Governance.pdf); Mattel 2017 proxy statement, filed April 5, 2017 (https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/
data/63276/000119312517111466/d334127ddef14a.htm).
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CASE STUDY

A case of a new CEO and founder having irreconcilable creative
differences

Ralph Lauren Corp.

Summary of events In 2017, clothing designer Ralph Lauren ran into a problem working
with a CEO for the second time in two years as he continued to look for a suitable
replacement for himself. Stefan Larsson, who took over as president and CEO in 2015,
left Ralph Lauren Corp. on May 1, 2017. After a short search, Lauren and the board hired
Procter & Gamble Global Beauty Group President Patrice Louvet to be the next president
and CEO, effective July 17, 2017. He reports to Executive Chairman Lauren and the board,
of which he was elected as a member.
Larsson was leading the company’s turnaround strategy called the Way Forward
Plan before he resigned. The plan is meant to return the company to sustainable and
profitable growth and continue to move its business and iconic brand forward. CFO Jane
Nielsen led the execution of the plan until Louvet came aboard. A main reason for the
plan was that the company stock peaked at $188 per share in 2015, having since fallen
almost 50 percent to $99.76 as of July 25, 2017. The company’s revenue growth dropped
to 2.2 percent in FY 2015 from 7 percent in FY 2014. The company’s poor performance
in recent times has been a result of a decline in department store sales, the rise of fast
fashion retailers, and the company’s own out-of-date supply chain model.
This is a classic case of a founder finding it difficult to pass the baton to the next generation of management. In this case, the founder and the CEO had “creative differences”
on how to run the company. In 2015, Lauren named Larsson president and CEO to
replace him, only to hold on to the executive chairman position. The hiring of Louvet as
well as the creation of two positions—chief marketing officer and brand president Men’s
Polo, Purple Label, and Double RL—is part of the company’s Way Forward Plan.
When the company announced Louvet’s hiring, Lauren stressed his “passion for the
consumer and a sophisticated understanding of global brands.” He believed that Louvet’s
experience with transformation and focus on results would put the company in a stronger
position than it has been.
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“Stefan [Larsson] and I share a love and respect for the DNA of this great brand, and we
both recognize the need to evolve,” Lauren said. “However, we have found that we have
different views on how to evolve the creative and consumer-facing parts of the business.
After many conversations with one another, and our Board of Directors, we have agreed
to part ways. I am grateful for what Stefan has contributed during his time with us, setting
us in the right direction with the Way Forward Plan.”
At the time of his resignation, Larsson said: “In June, we announced a plan to refocus
the Company on what made it iconic, evolve that for today and build our brand to its full
potential. That plan is on track—I am proud of the progress the whole team has made
and I am committed to ensuring its uninterrupted execution. Ralph will always be an inspiration to me, and I am grateful to have had this experience.”
Departing CEO (age) Stefan Larsson (43)
Stated reason for departure Creative differences with the founder and board of directors
Incoming CEO (age) Patrice Louvet (53)
Incoming CEO qualifications at time of appointment Louvet is a brand expert with
more than 25 years of experience at Procter & Gamble. Over the course of his career,
he has overseen several different multibillion-dollar, category-leading brands and has
held numerous management and leadership roles in Europe, Asia, and North America.
Louvet has a proven track record of improving and growing major global brands and
streamlining and refocusing business units, as well as diverse experience working across
multiple distribution channels inclusive of e-commerce, wholesale, and directly operated
retail. Prior to his role at P&G, which he served since February 2015, Louvet was group
president, Global Grooming (Gillette). He also previously served as president of P&G’s
Global Prestige business, where he oversaw a diverse portfolio of 23 fashion brands,
including Gucci and Hugo Boss. He serves on the board of directors of Bacardi Limited,
which he joined in July 2012.
Succession type Outsider
Joint election as board chairman No. The founder remains executive chairman.
Corporate governance guidelines The guidelines state that the Nominating &
Governance Committee shall, with input from the Compensation Committee, annually
review succession planning for the CEO and other key management positions with
the board. Succession planning shall include policies and principles for CEO selection
and performance review, as well as policies regarding succession in the event of an
emergency or the retirement of the CEO.
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SEC filings The company’s proxy statement notes that the Nominating & Governance
Committee identifies individuals qualified to become directors, recommends director
nominees to the board, develops and recommends corporate governance policies to
the board, reviews related party transactions, exercises oversight of the evaluation of
the members of the board and committees, and recommends to the board policies and
principles for CEO succession, selection, and performance reviews. The Compensation
Committee also maintains oversight in the development of succession plans for certain
key executive positions within senior management and may review and provide guidance
on certain programs relating to diversity, talent review, and leadership development.
The Compensation Committee may form and delegate its authority to subcommittees when appropriate.
Sources: Matteo Tonello, Jason Schloetzer, Gary Larkin, CEO Succession Practices: 2016 Edition, The Conference Board,
pp. 100-101, October 2016 (https://www.conference-board.org/publications/publicationdetail.cfm?publicationid=7302&cent
erId=5); Trefis Team, “The Main Facets Of Ralph Lauren’s Turnaround,” Forbes.com (Great Speculations Contributor Group),
August 1, 2016 (https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2016/08/01/the-main-facets-of-ralph-laurens-turnaroundplan/#5fb26380507b); “Ralph Lauren Corporation Names Patrice Louvet President and CEO,” Ralph Lauren Corp., May
17, 2017 (http://investor.ralphlauren.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=65933&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2273519); “Ralph Lauren
Corporation Announces CEO Departure,” Ralph Lauren Corp., February 2, 2017 (http://investor.ralphlauren.com/phoenix.
zhtml?c=65933&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2241633); “Ralph Lauren Corporation Strengthens Leadership With Chief Marketing
Officer and Men’s Brand President Appointments,” Ralph Lauren Corp., February 16, 2017 (http://investor.ralphlauren.com/
phoenix.zhtml?c=65933&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2246734); Ralph Lauren Corporate Governance Policies on the Board of
Directors, amended February 7, 2018 (http://phx.corporate-ir.net/External.File?item=UGFyZW50SUQ9MzczNDM3fENoaWxk
SUQ9LTF8VHlwZT0z&t=1&cb=636269116414028860); Ralph Lauren Corp. 2017 proxy statement, filed June 29, 2017 (https://
www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1037038/000119312517218327/d410079ddef14a.htm).
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CASE STUDY

A case of a planned two-phase CEO succession during sweeping
industry changes

State Street Corp.

Summary of events On November 7, 2017, US regional lender State Street Corp.
announced that Jay Hooley would retire as CEO by the end of 2018 after more than 30 years
with the company and would remain as chairman throughout 2019. Ron O’Hanley, previously
vice chairman of State Street and president and CEO of State Street Global Advisors (SSGA),
became president and COO, succeeding Mike Rogers, who retired at the end of 2017.
O’Hanley will eventually succeed Hooley as CEO of State Street Corp.
Cyrus Taraporevala succeeded O’Hanley as president and CEO of SSGA. Taraporevala,
a 27-year asset management industry veteran, joined SSGA in 2016 from Fidelity
Investments. He will report to O’Hanley and has joined State Street’s Management
Committee, its policy making and strategy group.
Under Hooley’s leadership, State Street had expanded globally and established itself as
a leader in digitization, positioning the company to succeed in the 21st-century economy.
Since 2010, when Hooley became CEO, State Street’s total shareholder return is approximately 130 percent. State Street’s shares climbed 17 percent in 2017.
This is a case of a major investment bank pulling the trigger on a planned succession in
a year where there is growing pressure to lower costs and find new areas of growth as
investors shift assets to exchange-traded funds. In the case of State Street, O’Hanley
addressed that investor pressure by saying he would spend a lot of time on the bank’s
technology initiatives to develop new products that meet clients’ needs. “The life of the
asset manager and the asset owner has just become more complicated,” O’Hanley told
The Wall Street Journal.
“I am very confident that Ron [O’Hanley] has the right qualities, expertise and vision to
lead the next phase of State Street’s growth,” Hooley said. “Ron brings tremendous
passion and energy to the role, as well as a unique perspective having been a State Street
client. I know that his perspectives and background will serve us very well as we seek
to strengthen client engagement across the organization and create a more seamless
experience for our clients.”
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O’Hanley, Taraporevala, and Rogers worked together to enable a smooth transition
of responsibilities. As part of this transition, Andrew Erickson, head of State Street’s
Global Services business for the Americas, led a newly formed Global Services business
worldwide. Jeff Conway, CEO of State Street in Europe, the Middle East, and Africa
(EMEA), assumed a new role leading State Street’s operations, infrastructure, and
business transformation globally. These moves are in support of a more seamless and
consistent experience for clients worldwide as well as to accelerate service and solution
innovation as part of State Street’s overall digital transformation. Liz Nolan, currently
co-head of Global Services for EMEA, succeeded Conway as EMEA CEO and reports to
O’Hanley. Nolan has more than 30 years of experience in the industry and joined State
Street’s Management Committee.
Departing CEO (age) Jay Hooley (60)
Stated reason for departure Planned succession
Incoming CEO (age) Ronald O’Hanley (60)
Incoming CEO qualifications at time of appointment Prior to joining State Street in
2015, O’Hanley served as president of Asset Management & Corporate Services for
Fidelity Investments. Before Fidelity, O’Hanley spent 13 years in leadership positions at
Mellon Bank and Bank of New York Mellon, including vice chairman of Mellon Financial
Corporation and Bank of New York Mellon, and CEO of BNY Mellon Asset Management.
O’Hanley began his career at McKinsey & Company, Inc. where he served as a partner
and head of its Investment Management practice worldwide. In January 2017, O’Hanley
was named vice chairman of State Street. In addition to his leadership responsibilities, he
oversaw the company’s strategy group and serves as executive sponsor for State Street’s
Black Professional Group.
Succession type Insider
Joint election as board chairman No. The incumbent CEO will remain as
chairman until 2019.
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Corporate governance guidelines The guidelines state that, as provided in its charter,
the Nominating and Governance Committee will periodically report to the board on
succession planning. The board will work with the committee, as specified, to evaluate
potential successors to the CEO, including in the event of an emergency. The CEO
should at all times make available his or her recommendations and evaluations of
potential successors, along with a review of any development plans recommended
for such individuals.
SEC filings The company’s 2017 proxy statement notes that the Nominating and
Corporate Governance Committee assists the board in overseeing governance processes
including succession planning, identifying and recommending director nominees, recommending the membership of each committee, and leading the board in its annual review
of the board’s performance.
Sources: Justin Baer, “State Street CEO, President Plan to Retire,” The Wall Street Journal, November 7, 2017 (https://
www.wsj.com/articles/state-street-ceo-to-retire-next-year-1510064577); “State Street Implements Succession Plan,” State
Street Corp., November 7, 2017 (http://newsroom.statestreet.com/press-release/corporate/state-street-implementsleadership-succession-plan); State Street Governance Guidelines, updated February 2018 (http://investors.statestreet.com/
CustomPage/Index?KeyGenPage=302720); State Street Corp. 2017 proxy statement, filed April 6, 2017 (https://www.sec.
gov/Archives/edgar/data/93751/000119312517113522/d359013ddef14a.htm).
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Table 14 (continued)

Notable cases of CEO successions featured through the years (2011–2017)
The following is a list of case studies of CEO succession featured by The Conference Board in earlier editions of CEO Succession Practices:
Company

Incoming CEO

Departing CEO

Type of succession event

Edition

Advanced Micro Devices Inc.

Rory Read

Dirk Meyer

A case of resignation

The AES Corp.

Andres Gluski

Paul Hanrahan

A case of insider promotion

2012

Air Products & Chemicals Inc.

Seifi Ghasemi

John McGlade

A case of departure amid shareholder activism

2015

Analog Devices Inc.

Vincent Roche

Jerald G. Fishman

A case of sudden death

2014

Apple Inc.

Timothy Cook

Steve Jobs

A case of CEO auditioning policy

2012

Avon Products Inc.

Sherilyn McCoy

Andrea Jung

A case of leadership reorganization

2013

Best Buy Co. Inc.

Hubert Joly

Brian Dunn

A case of resignation, interim CEO

2013

The Boeing Company

Dennis Mulienberg

Jim McNerney

A case of insider promotion

2016

Boston Properties

Mortimer B.
Zuckerman

Edward H. Linde

A case of sudden death

2011

Cabot Corp.

Sean Keohane

Patrick Prevost

A case of succession due to a medical emergency

2017

CarMax

William Nash

Thomas Folliard

A case of HR executive named CEO

2017

Caterpillar Inc.

Douglas B.
Oberhelman

James W. Owens

A case of CEO auditioning policy

2011

Cigna

David M. Cordani

H. Edward Hanway

A case of planned retirement

2011

Cisco Systems Inc.

Chuck Robbins

John Chambers

A case of founder departure

2016

Citigroup Inc.

Michael Corbat

Vikram Pandit

A case of insider promotion

2013

Citrix Systems Inc.

Krill Tatarinov

Mark Templeton

A case of interim appointment

2016

CME Group Inc.

Phupinder Gill

Craig Donahue

A case of CEO apprenticeship

2013

Darden Restaurants Inc.

Eugene I. Lee Jr.

Clarence Otis

A case of interim appointment

2015

DIRECTV

Michael D. White

Chase Carey

A case of competition for executive talent

2011

Dun & Bradstreet, Inc.

Sara Mathew

Steven W. Alesio

A case of early announcement

2011

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and
Company

Edward Breen

Ellen Kullman

A case of activist intervention

2016

Electronic Arts Inc.

Andrew Wilson

John Riccitiello

A case of insider promotion

2014

Endo International

Paul Campanelli

Rajiv De Silva

A case of departure following an acquisition

2017

EOG Resources Inc.

William R. Thomas

Mark G. Papa

A case of early announcement and CEO
apprenticeship

2014

E*TRADE Financial

Steven J. Freiberg

Donald H. Layton

A case of CEO apprenticeship

2011

E*TRADE Financial

Paul T. Idzik

Stephen Freiberg

A case of leadership reorganization, interim
appointment

2014

First Solar Inc.

Michael Ahearn

Robert Gillette

A case of resignation

2012

Gannett Co. Inc.

Gracia C. Martore

Craig A. Dubow

A case of disability

2012

General Motors Company

Mary Barra

Dan Akerson

A case of insider promotion

2014

HCP Inc.

Lauralee Martin

James Flaherty

A case of dismissal and outside appointment

2014

Hewlett-Packard Company

Meg Whitman

Leo Apotheker

A case of underperformance

2012

H&R Block Inc.

Alan M. Bennett

Russ Smyth

A case of underperformance

2011

H&R Block Inc.

William C. Cobb

Alan Bennett

A case of planned retirement

2012

Honeywell International Inc.

Darius Adamczyk

Dave Cote

A case of prolonged transition

2017

Hudson City Bancorp Inc.

Denis J. Salamone

Ronald E.
Hermance, Jr.

A case of sudden death

2015

J.C. Penney Company Inc.

Myron E. (Mike)
Ullman III

Ron Johnson

A case of departure amid poor performance

2014

J.M. Smucker Co.

Mark Smucker

Richard Smucker

A case of fifth-generation succession

2017

Kraft Foods Group Inc.

John Cahill

Tony Vernon

A case of appointment of board chairman as CEO

2015

Kraft Heinz Company

Bernardo Hees

John Cahill

A case of departure following a merger

2016

Marriott International Inc.

Arne M. Sorenson

J.W. Marriott Jr.

A case of early announcement

2013

Mattel Inc.

Christopher Sinclair

Bryan Stockton

A case of underperformance

2016

2012

Continued on next page…
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Table 14 (continued)

Notable cases of CEO successions featured through the years (2011–2017)
The following is a list of case studies of CEO succession featured by The Conference Board in earlier editions of CEO Succession Practices:
Company

Incoming CEO

Departing CEO

Type of succession event

Micron Technology Inc.

D. Mark Durcan

Steven R. Appleton

A case of sudden death

2013

Microsoft Corp.

Satya Nadella

Steve Ballmer

A case of planned retirement and inside appointment
with significant media attention

2015

McDonald’s Corp.

Don Thompson

James A. Skinner

A case of insider promotion

2013

McDonald’s Corp.

Steve Easterbrook

Don Thompson

A case of departing CEO retention as advisor

2016

Newell Rubbermaid

Michael Polk

Mark D. Ketchum

A case of early announcement

2012

Occidental Petroleum Corp.

Vicki Hollub

Stephen Chazen

A case of CEO apprenticeship

2016

Oracle Corp.

Safra Catz and Mark
Hurd

Larry Ellison

A case of two CEOs

2015

Paychex, Inc.

Martin Mucci

Jonathan J. Judge

A case of resignation

2011

PetSmart Inc.

David K. Lenhardt

Robert F. Moran

A case of planned retirement and early announcement

2014

Priceline Group Inc.

Glenn Fogel

Darren Huston

A case of departure due to code of conduct breach

2017

The Procter & Gamble
Company

Robert (Bob)
McDonald

A.G. Lafley

A case of insider promotion

2011

The Procter & Gamble
Company

A.G. Lafley

Robert (Bob)
McDonald

A case of sudden retirement

2014

The Procter & Gamble
Company

David Taylor

A.G. Lafley

A case of planned succession

2016

The Progressive Corp.

Susan Patricia Griffith

Glenn Renwick

A case of appointment of the first female CEO

2017

PG&E Corp.

Anthony Earley

Peter A. Darbee

A case of resignation

2012

Ralph Lauren Corp.

Stefan Larsson

Ralph Lauren

A case of transition from founder to outside
management

2016

Reynolds American Inc.

Susan M. Cameron

Daniel M. Delen

A case of a former CEO’s rehire

2015

Ross Stores Inc.

Barbara Rentler

Michael Balmuth

A case of insider promotion

2015

Sara Lee Corporation

Marcel H. M. Smits

Brenda C. Barnes

A case of departure due to illness

2011

SAIC Inc.

John P. Jumper

Walter P.
Havenstein

A case of outside director appointment

2013

Staples Inc.

Shira Goodman

Ron Sargent

A case of departure after a failed merger

2017

Starbucks Corp.

Kevin Johnson

Howard Schultz

A case of a second try at CEO succession

2017

Symantec Corp.

Michael A. Brown

Steve Bennett

A case of termination and appointment of a director as
CEO

2015

Symantec Corp.

Gregory Clark

Mike Brown

A case of CEO succession by way of a merger

2017

Time Warner Cable Inc.

Robert D. Marcus

Glenn A. Britt

A case of CEO apprenticeship

2014

Torchmark Corp.

Gary L. Coleman and
Larry M. Hutchison

Mark S. McAndrew

A case of leadership reorganization (co-CEOs)

2013

The Travelers Companies Inc.

Alan Schnitzer

Jay Fishman

A case of succession due to health concerns

2016

Union Pacific Corp.

John J. Koraleski

James. P. Young

A case of departure due to illness

2013

United Continental Holdings
Inc.

Oscar Munoz

Jeff Smisek

A case of dismissal following a criminal investigation

2016

Viacom Inc.

Bob Bakish

Phillipe Dauman

A case of CEO succession amid a family control battle

2017

Walgreen Co.

Stefano Pessina

Gregory D. Wasson

A case of sudden retirement

2015

Wal-Mart Stores Inc.

Douglas McMillon

Michael T. Duke

A case of insider promotion

2014

WellPoint Inc.

Joseph R. Swedish

Angela F. Braly

A case of an interim appointment and an outside
appointment

2014

Wells Fargo & Co.

Timothy Sloan

John Stumpf

A case of resignation prompted by a corporate fraud
scandal

2017

Yahoo! Inc.

Scott Thompson

Carol Bartz

A case of leadership reorganization

2012

Yahoo! Inc.

Marissa Mayer

Scott Thompson

A case of resignation

2013
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APPENDIX

THE CONFERENCE BOARD
ROAD MAP TO
CEO SUCCESSION PLANNING
Note: This section is based on Matteo Tonello, John C. Wilcox,
and June Eichbaum, “CEO Succession Planning,” in Tonello (ed.),
The Role of the Board in Turbulent Times: Leading the Public
Company to Full Recovery, The Conference Board, Research Report
1452, 2009, pp. 34–40 (www.conference-board.org/publications/
publicationdetail.cfm?publicationid=1694). It has been updated
based on Jason Schloetzer and Edward Ferris, “Preparing for a
Succession Emergency,” Director Notes 5, no. 3, The Conference
Board, February 2013 (www.conference-board.org/publications/
publicationdetail.cfm?publicationid=2429) and other recent literature.
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The Conference Board recommends that corporate directors dedicate full attention
to their succession planning duties and improve their companies’ leadership
development programs.
Responsibility for succession planning belongs in the boardroom and nowhere else.
The board of directors is legally authorized, temperamentally suited, and in possession
of the authority, experience, and wisdom needed for effective succession planning.
The problems that can lead to neglect of succession planning by boards are often
organizational—and, to a lesser degree, political, psychological, and cultural. However,
boards should be able to overcome these problems if directors are willing to objectify
the process and make it integral to and continuous with their duties of governance,
business oversight, risk management, and strategic decision making.
It takes time to develop corporate leaders and select the right chief executive. No decision
that is so crucial to the long-lasting success of a business should be rushed. The steps that
follow offer a road map to help directors organize succession planning, integrate it with
existing board responsibilities, make it transparent both within and outside the company,
and ultimately define it as an ongoing element of business strategy. The approach is
intended to be straightforward, practical, and efficient, transforming succession planning
from a responsibility avoided to one embraced. Because succession planning is not a
process in which “one size fits all,” flexibility is built into the guide, consistent with the
complexity, sensitivity, and customized leadership demands individual companies face.

Step 1
Assign responsibility to a standing board committee of independent directors
As the principal driver of succession planning, the board must ensure that business transition
matters are frequently included in meeting agendas and that a governance structure is in
place to oversee an enterprise-wide leadership development program. In smaller companies,
it may be sufficient to assign this role to the lead independent director, who will rely on
support from the organization and coordinate communications on this issue to and from
senior management. Other corporations may find it practical to include succession planning
in the charter of the nominating/governance committee or the compensation committee.
However, due to the increase in today’s board activities, when the size or the complexity of
the organization warrants it, the board should consider instituting a dedicated standing
committee on succession planning and possibly appoint the lead director as chair.
By delegating succession planning to a standing committee, the board elevates planning
to the level of its other primary duties. A standing committee brings focus, diligence,
and expertise to the task of designing a CEO succession and leadership development
program suitable to the organization’s strategy and culture. However, the board, as a
whole, must retain full responsibility—overseeing the program structure, setting selection
criteria, evaluating candidates, and making the final choice of a CEO—while delegating
the practical work to the committee and, under committee coordination, to functional
and line managers. Periodic reports to the full board should be mandated to acquire
comprehensive and detailed information essential to informed decision-making.
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It is imperative that boards ensure full independence of the oversight process in this area.
In particular, independence should be an eligibility requirement to sit on any board
committee involved in the leadership development program, as these members need to
retain the degree of objectivity and autonomy that is needed to avoid conflicts of interest
with senior management and, when needed, suggest dismissals at the top executive level.
Should the former CEO continue to serve on the board of directors for a period of time after
departing from the management team, the board needs to remain vigilant and prevent any
situation in which the authority of the new chief executive could be undermined. In particular,
should the board opt for an apprenticeship model, in which the outgoing CEO is asked to
serve as board chairman or consultant to the company and mentor the successor through the
transition, the board should establish specific safeguards by clearly defining the role of the
chairman or consultant and limiting the apprenticeship to no more than eight to 12 months.
In case of conflict, the succession planning committee chair or the lead independent director
should be responsible for mediating and reaffirming the authority of the new CEO. Under
no circumstance should the CEO or former CEO be appointed to a dedicated committee
responsible for succession planning.
The board may be concerned that, if retained as a board member or chair, the former
CEO would be too confining and undermine the successor’s ability to bring necessary
changes. In those cases, the board should consider ensuring an orderly transition through
alternative development techniques, including:

• first promoting the CEO successor to a series of progressively challenging leadership
positions (such as CFO or COO) that would provide the opportunity to gain sufficient
exposure to strategic issues and enterprise-wide managerial challenges; and

• having the lead director or head of the succession planning committee provide
individual coaching sessions to the newly appointed CEO. This mentoring role
may prove particularly effective when the successor has the knowledge and
expertise required to manage the organization but needs additional guidance
to improve his or her communication skills or adjust certain aspects of his or her
personality to the business culture.
To put teeth into its commitment to drive the succession planning effort, the board
should include in its annual self-assessment (both individual and collective) a set of
quantitative and qualitative measures of progress in this area.

Step 2
Make succession planning continuous and integral to business strategy
and corporate culture, while monitoring the role of the CEO
The board of directors should view succession planning as an integral part of long-term
strategy. The process should be continuous, not reactive or ad hoc. It should be a key
element in achievement of the larger goal of “sustainability”—in the sense of enabling
the business enterprise to adapt, thrive, and grow in response to changing market
conditions and other challenges.
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To align leadership criteria with business strategy, directors must be fully informed about
the company’s competitive position, as well as the strengths and weaknesses of the
management team. For this purpose, the board should avail itself of adequate resources
to benchmark internal candidates against industry peers and assess executive talent
available outside the company.
Defining CEO skills in terms of objective business criteria helps depersonalize succession
planning, steering it away from a political campaign, popularity contest, or secretive
back-room deal. It also avoids a “brass ring” competition among internal candidates by
focusing attention on the company’s business goals rather than the personal qualities of
individual candidates. As a result, if the board does not yet have a clear front-runner and
is developing multiple candidates, it should seriously consider abstaining from any public
announcement of who is being vetted. When the focus is on what—rather than who—
the board wants in the company’s leadership, candidates are not made any promise,
but given tangible milestones and metrics with which to work. Similarly, directors are
encouraged to think about future long-term performance rather than trying to “replace”
the current CEO to recreate the past.
It is equally important to note that a board cannot determine the qualities it wants in a
CEO without detailed knowledge and understanding of the organization’s culture and
values. This can be achieved by ensuring that each director, irrespective of his or her
role in overseeing succession planning, is in a position to interact extensively with senior
managers, both formally and informally, and assess such dimensions as current leadership
skills, strategic thinking, and operational knowledge.
Nonexecutive directors, in particular, should often visit the company’s facilities and obtain
a perspective on how senior managers are perceived by other employees. Off-site events
and casual gatherings should also be organized and used by board members to observe
how candidates interact in a more informal social environment. It is this human dimension
of succession planning that breathes life into an otherwise conceptual process by making
it creative, customized, and stimulating to the business at all levels.

An Etymological Concern
Over time, as companies develop their succession planning programs, they should
consider changing the current terminology from “succession” to “leadership.” This
report refers to “succession planning” because it remains the most widely used
denomination of the process of planning for leadership continuity. However, the term
connotes replacement and may put too much emphasis on the incumbent rather than
the new leadership. It also carries a hint of its historical linkage to inheritance, royalty,
and birthright. A board planning for a “successor” may therefore be overly deferential
to the sitting CEO. Similarly, the incumbent may feel a sense of entitlement in the
selection and appointment of new leaders.
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Similarly, the board should engage with the company’s human resources department to
make certain that internal candidates are given enough opportunities to develop their skills,
test their business judgment, and receive exposure within and outside the organization.
Progress against development plans should be discussed in internal reports to the
board, which should become an integral part of a senior executive’s annual performance
evaluation conducted at the board level.
Finally, especially when directors have divergent opinions about certain candidates, the
board may consider prudent and discreet ways to assess their reputation among external
constituents of the company, including large institutional investors, major lenders,
and financial analysts.
The CEO and other top executives should actively participate in the succession planning
and leadership development program and be expected to cooperate fully with its implementation. In designing the program, the board or a designated committee should
delicately balance their oversight role and the need to avoid usurping the CEO’s authority
within the organization. However, the board should not hesitate to move the incumbent
CEO or other members of the management team to a nondevelopmental role in those
cases in which it appears that they are impairing the company’s initiatives to groom
new leaders. In particular, directors should remain aware that current management
could be induced to acts of ego or self-preservation that are not in the best long-term
interest of the corporation and its shareholders. It may occur, for example, in those situations in which the board concludes that there is a need to revisit the strategic direction
or reevaluate the company’s ability to achieve its business objectives. For this reason,
directors should acquire their own personal knowledge of the talent pool available
at various levels within the organization and feel confident about the effectiveness of
the leadership development program. Considering that the final decision on issues of
succession resides with the board as a whole, each director should be able to contribute
to the debate his or her informed opinion about the preparedness of internal candidates.
For the same reason, succession planning can also be used as a method to reshape or
strengthen business values and behavioral standards in those situations in which directors
share concerns about the current corporate culture. In particular, a succession plan can
influence the behavior of senior executives and other key employees by explicitly tying
career paths, leadership development metrics, and succession criteria to adherence to
the highest ethical principles. Aside from the CEO succession plan, the board should be
comfortable with the integrity of any process—usually implemented by the CEO—for the
selection of other key executive officers, such as the chief financial officer (CFO), the chief
operating officer (COO), and heads of major business units. This is accomplished with
the understanding that the newly appointed CEO and other senior executives should be
granted sufficient discretion in retaining other members of the management teams.
The board may seek external expertise to advise on the various phases of the succession
planning process and assist in thoroughly evaluating candidates. If the company engages
an executive search firm for this purpose, it is imperative that the advisor be required
to report directly to the board of directors to avoid any undue influence by current
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management. If no specific reason precludes either the internal promotion or the external
recruitment approach, companies should consider adopting a transparent method for
benchmarking internal candidates against outside ones. In general, considering the
need to base the succession on concrete business strategy objectives, the board should
be very cautious in hiring for the chief executive position an outsider with no relevant
industry experience.

Step 3
Integrate succession planning into the top executive compensation policy
The board of directors should review the company’s executive compensation policy
to ensure that it fully promotes talent development and enables relatively seamless
leadership transitions.
Given the important correlation between leadership management and remuneration
policy, the board should give careful consideration to the role of the compensation
committee in succession planning. The compensation committee has overall responsibility for determining the financial incentives that drive value creation at the corporate
officer level. Additionally, the compensation committee regularly evaluates objectives
and achievements of corporate officers for the purpose of awarding certain performance-related elements of a compensation package. Since those corporate officers are
likely to be among the internal candidates under consideration for CEO succession, the
compensation committee has the knowledge base and technical tools for assessing their
strengths and preparedness for the top job. In particular, in the assessment context, the
committee is familiar with benchmarking studies of competitors and peers—a skill that
proves highly relevant to the CEO succession process.
Succession planning entails a variety of organizational tasks that aim at optimizing
leadership development throughout the various ranks of the corporation. Although its
oversight would not extend to the execution of such tasks, it does require focus and time
commitment to design a program that is coherent with the company’s strategy, risk level,
and culture. Due to the complexity of many larger organizations and the expansion of
compensation committee duties (resulting from recent public scrutiny of top executive
pay), delegating succession planning in its entirety to the compensation committee
may be impractical. However, the compensation committee charter should reinforce
the notion that compensation is central to talent development and should explicitly call
for collaboration on issues of succession planning with the full board or a dedicated
committee. Some companies have formally done so and reinforced this broader strategic
role of their compensation committee by renaming it. General Electric, for example, has
instituted a management development and compensation committee, whose purpose,
as stated in the committee charter, is to assist the board in “developing and evaluating potential candidates for executive positions” (see www.ge.com/pdf/company/
governance/principles/ge_governance_principles.pdf, p. 7, to retrieve the committee
organizational documents).
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Especially when the company has witnessed a trend of declining senior executive tenures,
the board’s concern should be to properly counterbalance short-term inclinations with
a set of long-term behavioral incentives. Long-term performance goals should include
intangible assets, such as workforce expertise and professional development, and be
accompanied by effective measures of performance. Achievement of such goals should
constitute the basis of the board-level assessment of CEO performance and should be
conducted at least annually.

Step 4
Integrate succession planning into risk management
Management literature finds that failing in leadership transition can adversely affect even
the most successful companies. Since it can be a source of business uncertainty, CEO
succession and leadership development should be fully integrated into an enterprise-wide
risk management (ERM) program. As part of ERM, succession risk should be included in a
company’s risk inventory, where it is scientifically measured and prioritized based on factors
such as its likelihood of occurrence and its impact on the execution of the company’s
strategy. Depending on the level of tolerance that the company determines for this type
of risk, adequate resources should be allocated to risk mitigation strategies.
The benefits of integrating CEO succession into an ERM program are threefold.
First, to “stress test” the company’s emergency succession preparedness, the board
must define a succession management process and set of protocols that provide a
step-by-step guide of what the board must do in the event of an emergency succession.
Second, the board must identify a credible emergency successor in advance and
periodically reassess the successor’s ability to serve in an emergency situation. Third, a
board will be implementation ready and able to respond rapidly, stay in control of the
situation, and smoothly manage the announcement and appointment of a successor,
helping to mitigate any negative effects on stakeholder reaction, market value, or
company performance. By viewing succession preparedness as part of the company’s
overall ERM process, directors can avoid public missteps during a time of intense
stakeholder scrutiny and in an era of increased shareholder activism.
When the board believes that the circumstances command the execution of the emergency
plan, directors should fully analyze and discuss the possible effects of the succession on
the company’s main stakeholders. Based on this discussion, the board should require
management to cooperate in handling critical aspects of the communication strategy
chosen to ensure that the transition does not compromise relations that are key to the
company’s long-term business objectives (e.g., with customers, suppliers, investors, or
local communities and interest groups). The communication initiative should be used as an
opportunity to reassure stakeholders of the corporate strategy and the degree of control
retained by the board.
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Step 5
Make succession planning transparent, internally and externally, and
describe it in the company’s annual disclosure
Succession planning works best when it is conducted openly and transparently, both
within the organization and to its outside stakeholders. Transparency can be achieved by
establishing proper communication channels through the ranks of the organization and
by including selected information in disclosure documents filed annually with the SEC.
It should encompass:

• the description of the role of the board, board committees, committee chairs, the
CEO, and key senior executives in the succession planning and transition process,
including governance structure and corporate policies on board chairmanship and
CEO apprenticeship;

• an overview of the main features of the company’s career development program,
as well as (human and financial) resources deployed to this effort;

• an objective assessment of the current leadership skill set;
• an analysis of selection criteria and assessment metrics (including market benchmarks) the board relies on, as well as their respective rationale in light
of the company’s business strategy;

• the reasoning behind an outside succession, if the company is opting for one,
explaining how it best serves the interests of shareholders; and

• the fee paid to any outside advisors assisting in the process and whether it
was reported to the board or senior management.
Transparency does not require disclosure of sensitive data or other proprietary
information that could undermine the company’s competitive position. In particular, the
names of prospective CEO candidates would not typically be disclosed.
By including succession planning and leadership development information in annual
disclosure documents, the board accomplishes two important goals. First, such
information corroborates compensation policy disclosure and opens a window into
the boardroom for stakeholders to better evaluate the soundness of the strategic
decision-making process. Understandably, owners and other gatekeepers expect to
fully appreciate what motivates crucial business decisions made at the board level. If
the disclosure is truly insightful, it will be clear how the board resolves conflict, balances
competing interests, and oversees the implementation of strategy.
Second, the mechanics of the annual disclosure procedure set a compelling time frame
for the company to advance its succession planning exercise. Even though it is not
mandated by regulation, such voluntary disclosure becomes an essential part of the
company’s relations with stakeholders, helps manage their expectations, and reassures
that the company’s board and senior managers are accountable for the long-term
performance of the enterprise.
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